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Executive Summary

roadly capable AI systems, built and deployed 
using specialized chips, are becoming an engine 
of economic growth and scientific progress. At the 

same time, these systems also could be used by irre-
sponsible actors to enable mass surveillance, conduct 
cyberattacks, and design novel biological weapons. This 
makes securing and governing the supply chain for AI 
chips important for mitigating risks to U.S. national 
security. But today’s semiconductor export controls 
are lackluster as a stand-alone solution. To be effective, 
they need to be far-reaching, which harms the competi-
tiveness of U.S. firms, risks the “de-Americanization” of 
chip supply chains, and risks alienating commercial AI 
developers and partner nations. Far-reaching controls 
are also hard to enforce: AI chip smuggling is already 
happening today and could significantly grow in volume 
over the coming years.1

The unique challenges of AI governance and the 
opportunities afforded by modern security technologies 
suggest alternative approaches are both necessary and 
possible. What if policies concerning AI chips could be 
implemented directly on the chips themselves? What if 
updates to export regulations could be deployed through 
a simple software update, backed by secure hardware? 
This report introduces the concept of “on-chip gover-
nance mechanisms”: secure physical mechanisms built 
directly into chips or associated hardware that could 
provide a platform for adaptive governance. Its key 
findings are as follows.

On-chip governance mechanisms could help 
safeguard the development and deployment 
of broadly capable AI and supercomputing 
systems in a way that is complementary to 
American technology leadership.
One especially promising near-term application is export 
control enforcement, where on-chip mechanisms could 
prevent or place boundaries around unauthorized actors’ 
use of export-controlled AI chips. Implemented well, 
this would greatly aid enforcement, and reduce the need 
for top-down export controls that harm the competi-
tiveness of the U.S. chip industry, instead enabling more 
surgical end-use/end-user–focused controls if desired.

Later applications include enforcing the terms of 
future international agreements or other regulations 
that govern the large-scale training and deployment 
of AI models. Here, on-chip mechanisms could widen 
the space of possible agreements and policies by pro-
viding a trustworthy verification platform. For example, 

On-chip governance 
mechanisms can 
safeguard the 
development and 
deployment of broadly 
capable AI and 
supercomputing systems  
in a way that is 
complementary
to American technology 
leadership.
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on-chip governance mechanisms could allow AI devel-
opers to credibly report “training runs” that exceed 
certain computation thresholds, as called for by a 
recent White House Executive Order.2 The existence 
of these mechanisms could allow for flexible and effi-
cient international governance regimes for AI, allowing 
policymakers to think beyond the limitations of slow and 
complex structures such as the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA).3

Much of the required functionality for on-chip 
governance is already widely deployed on 
various chips, including cutting-edge AI chips. 
Chips sold by leading firms AMD, Apple, Intel, and 
NVIDIA have many of the features needed to enable the 
policies described above. These features are used today 
in a wide variety of applications. On the iPhone, on-chip 
mechanisms ensure that unauthorized applications 
can’t be installed. Google uses on-chip mechanisms to 
remotely verify that chips running in their data centers 
have not been compromised. Many multiplayer video 
games now work with a hardware device called a 
“Trusted Platform Module” to prevent in-game cheating. 
In the AI space, these features are increasingly used to 
distribute training across different devices and users 
while preserving privacy of code and data.4

On-chip governance does not require secret 
monitoring of users or insecure “back doors” 
on hardware. On-chip governance is better 
implemented through privacy-preserving 
“verification” and “operating licenses” for AI 
chips used in data centers. 
“Verification” involves the user of a chip making claims 
that are verifiable by another party about what they are 
doing with the chip. For example, verifying the quantity 
of computation or the dataset used in a particular 
training run.5 Secure on-chip verification of this kind is 
made possible by a “Trusted Execution Environment” 
(TEE). Because of the TEE’s security properties, the 
verifier can trust that information received from the TEE 
has not been “spoofed,” without the chip’s user needing 
to divulge sensitive data.6

“Operating licenses” provide an enforcement mech-
anism. This is useful in cases where, for example, the 
chip’s owner is found to have acquired the chip in 
violation of an export control agreement, or if the chip’s 
user refuses to participate in a legally required verifica-
tion process. Operating licenses would be best enabled 
using a dedicated “security module” that links the func-
tioning of the chip to a periodically renewed license key 

from the manufacturer (or a regulator), not unlike the 
product licenses required to unlock proprietary software. 
Hardware operating licenses of this kind are already used 
in some commercial contexts.

These mechanisms should primarily be used on the 
specialized data center AI chips that are targeted by the 
current AI chip export controls. However, some limited 
mechanisms on consumer GPUs may be useful if, in the 
future, these devices are export-controlled.7

Existing technologies need to be hardened 
before they can be relied upon in adversarial 
settings such as export control enforcement.
On-chip governance mechanisms are only useful insofar 
as they reliably work even when adversaries are actively 
attempting to circumvent them.8 Commercial versions of 
these technologies are not typically designed to defend 
against a well-resourced attacker with physical access 
to the hardware. Investments in hardware and software 
security will be required for on-chip governance mecha-
nisms to function reliably in these kinds of environments.

The specific defenses required to adequately secure 
on-chip governance mechanisms depend on the context 
in which they are deployed. This report explores three 
contexts: minimally, covertly, and openly adversarial.

A staged approach to the development and 
rollout of on-chip governance for data center 
AI chips is possible.
Intermediate stages of R&D could still be useful in pro-
duction contexts. In the short term, firmware updates 
could be deployed to exported AI chips implementing 
early versions of a hardware operating license linked to 
the terms of an export license. This would be useful as 
an additional cautionary measure for already-planned AI 
chip exports to high-diversion-risk geographies.

A promising and relatively feasible next step would be 
to make devices “tamper-evident” (attempts to tamper 
with the chips would leave indelible evidence). This 
could be a sufficient level of security in cases where occa-
sional physical inspections of the hardware are possible.

For subsequent generations of AI chips, hardware 
security features could be further hardened, working 
toward full “tamper-proofing” to make physical inspec-
tions less necessary.
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To motivate further investigation of on-chip gover-
nance, this report sketches an example architecture for 
data center AI chips that could provide a flexible platform 
for dynamically implementing different governance 
mechanisms. The core of this proposal is a hardened 
security module, included on all high-performance data 
center AI chips, that can ensure that the chip has valid, 
up-to-date firmware and software and, where applicable, 
an up-to-date operating license. If these conditions are 
not met, it would block the chip from operating.

This valid, up-to-date firmware and software then 
could help enforce limits on the uses of these chips and 
offer sophisticated “remote attestation” capabilities 
(remote authentication to securely verify desired prop-
erties of the chip and the software it is running). The 
security module could ensure that if firmware/software 
vulnerabilities are found, users would have no choice but 
to update to patched versions where the vulnerability has 
been fixed. The security module also could be configured 
to require an up-to-date, chip-specific operating license. 

Current AI chips already have some components of 
this architecture, but not all. These gaps likely could 
be closed with moderate development effort as exten-
sions of functionality already in place. The primary 
technical challenge will be implementing adequate 
hardware security, particularly for tamper-evidence and 
tamper-proofing. This report estimates this could be 
achieved with as little as 18 months of involved technical 
effort (and up to 4 years) from leading firms.

Because a small number of allied countries encompass 
the supply chain for the most advanced AI chips, only a 
small number of countries would need to coordinate to 
ensure that all cutting-edge AI chips have these mech-
anisms built in. On-chip mechanisms would need to be 
supported by a way to track the ownership of data center 
AI chips, and some form of inspections to ensure these 
chips are not tampered with, where required.

On-chip governance mechanisms present a prom-
ising area for further research for computer engineers, 
computer scientists, and policy researchers. This report 
offers the following recommendations to U.S. policy-
makers to move toward a world where all leading AI 
chips are secure and governable. 

Establish government coordination

Recommendation: The White House should issue an 
executive order establishing a NIST-led interagency 
working group, focused on getting on-chip gover-
nance mechanisms built into all export-controlled data 
center AI chips.

Background: For on-chip governance to reach commer-
cial scale, long-term collaboration between government 
and industry will be required. For progress to be made 
quickly, an executive order could be an appropriate 
forcing function. The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) would make a suitable lead 
for this effort. Expertise and staff also should be drawn 
from the Department of Energy, the Department of 
Defense, the Department of Homeland Security, the 
National Science Foundation, and the U.S. intelligence 
community. The working group should also be informed 
by a technical panel drawn from industry and academia 
to help direct technical standards and research.

Create commercial incentives

Recommendation: The Department of Commerce 
(DoC) should incentivize U.S. chip designers to 
conduct necessary R&D using “advance export 
market commitments.”9

Background: Given that on-chip governance mecha-
nisms need to be implemented on commercial chips, 
much of the necessary R&D will need to happen in 
an industry setting. To incentivize this work, the DoC 
should consider making commitments related to future 
access to export markets to U.S. chip firms, conditional 
on firms implementing a specific set of security features 
on controlled products. Such commitments would be 
an effective way of incentivizing the necessary R&D 
without spending public money, given the large amount 
of lost revenue to chip firms caused by export restric-
tions.10 Export market commitments could include 
not extending export controls to new jurisdictions, 
relaxing the “presumption of denial” licensing policy 
for chip exports to lower-risk customers in China, or 
moving toward more surgical end-use or end-user-
based controls. The DoC should develop the required 
feature sets by analyzing specific attacker threat 
models in different export contexts, in coordination 
with the U.S. Intelligence Community and Department 
of Homeland Security.
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Accelerate security R&D

Recommendation: NIST should coordinate with 
industry and relevant government funding bodies to 
scope, fund, and support R&D that can be conducted 
outside leading chip companies and integrated later. 

Background: While the large majority of R&D will need 
to be conducted by the firms building and selling AI 
chips at scale, some work may be usefully conducted 
outside of these firms, especially technologies that would 
benefit from being standardized across the industry. 
NIST should coordinate with the Semiconductor 
Research Corporation, relevant Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program managers, 
and other relevant government funding bodies to scope 
and fund useful R&D to be performed by academic and/
or commercial partners. For example, work on special-
ized tamper-proof enclosures (physical housings for 
chips that prevent the chip from being modified without 
compromising its operation) for high-end chips could 
be potentially outsourced to academic and commercial 
hardware security labs. To support these projects, NIST 
should create technical standards and reference imple-
mentations for on-chip governance mechanisms that are 
designed for wide adoption by industry.

Plan for a staged rollout  
and fund extensive red-teaming

Recommendation: To ensure that on-chip governance 
mechanisms are properly designed and safely intro-
duced, the DoC and Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) should establish flexible export licensing and red-
teaming programs.

Background: On-chip mechanisms will require substan-
tial testing before being relied upon in more adversarial 
environments (e.g., exports of controlled chips to China). 
To facilitate a staged rollout approach where mechanisms 
can be depended upon in successively more challenging 
operating contexts, the DoC should create export licensing 
arrangements where licenses can be flexibly granted for 
different geographies based on the security features on the 
device to be exported. In tandem, the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency within DHS should estab-
lish red-teaming and bug bounty programs to help find and 
patch any software and hardware security vulnerabilities. 
A promising near-term starting point is setting up a public 
prize for finding vulnerabilities in hardware security 
features on today’s AI chips.

Coordinate with allies

Recommendation: The State and Commerce 
Departments should coordinate with allies on policies 
and standards for on-chip governance.

Background: As with many other forms of technology 
governance, on-chip governance will be of limited 
effectiveness without international buy-in. The State and 
Commerce Departments should include the potential 
role of on-chip governance mechanisms in diplomatic 
discussions with countries that occupy important 
positions in the supply chain for cutting-edge AI chips 
(especially Taiwan, the Netherlands, South Korea, and 
Japan), including potential new multilateral control 
regimes.11 Looking beyond export control coordination, 
using on-chip governance mechanisms to facilitate AI 
governance cooperation (e.g., international agreements 
on compute usage reporting) would benefit from close 
coordination with like-minded allies, such as the United 
Kingdom and the European Union.

Encourage AI chip firms to move early

Recommendation: Chip firms should be encouraged 
to move early to build and harden the security features 
required for on-chip governance.

Background: The United States has signaled interest 
in on-chip governance in a recent request for comment 
issued by the Department of Commerce.12 Chip suppliers 
that are more able to apply and build on existing tech-
nical efforts will have a head start on demonstrating and 
realizing compliance, with potential benefits in terms of 
access to markets that are the subject of export controls 
or other relevant regulation.

Developing and deploying the mechanisms described in 
this report will take time (months in the most optimistic 
case, years in the most likely case). If the capabilities and 
national security risks of AI systems continue to grow at 
the pace observed in 2022 and 2023, the need for highly 
effective controls could become acute in several years. 
This suggests that policymakers concerned about this 
issue should begin formulating policies and incentivizing 
the development of appropriate technologies now. Once 
the relevant security features have been mandated in the 
most powerful AI chips, they need not be used imme-
diately: The mechanisms outlined in this report would 
allow for rapid and flexible responses to new develop-
ments and threats once installed. 
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Introduction

n February 25, 2022, Russian forces attacked 
the Ukrainian town Melitopol and, after a week 
of heavy fighting, it eventually was captured. 

Thanks to its rich soil, the region has been an agricultural 
hub for over 200 years, a fact that was not lost on the 
invaders. In the weeks that followed the invasion, locals 
noticed that grain was disappearing from their silos. 
But it wasn’t just grain being stolen from the occupied 
town. Over the course of several weeks, combine har-
vesters (farm equipment used to harvest grain) began 
to go missing. A review of security footage later would 
reveal the machinery being loaded onto military trucks, 
conspicuously marked with white “Z”s.13 In all, around 
$5 million worth of farm equipment was stolen. GPS 
tracking features on the harvesters painted a startling 
picture: These stolen assets had embarked on a 700-mile 
odyssey to Zakhan Yurt, a remote village in Chechnya. 
But when the invaders tried to use the stolen harvesters, 
they realized they couldn’t turn them on. The harvesters 
had been disabled by the U.S. manufacturer, John Deere, 
who has revealed that though they rarely use it, they have 
the ability to remotely shut down any of their machines.14

Tools built into sensitive technologies can enable 
policies not only for restriction, as in the previous story, 
but also for verification. In 1954, the United States 

tested a new high-yield thermonuclear weapon design 
at Bikini Atoll in the Pacific Ocean. It remains the most 
powerful nuclear weapon ever detonated by the United 
States, around one thousand times more powerful than 
those used on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The test (named 
“Castle Bravo”) caused nuclear fallout to spread over 
four thousand square miles, resulting in sometimes lethal 
doses of radiation for people on neighboring islands and 
nearby fishing vessels, and inciting a strong interna-
tional reaction, including calls for a comprehensive test 
ban.15 In March of 1960, the United Kingdom, the United 
States, and the Soviet Union were negotiating the terms 
of such an agreement. These discussions led to the 1963 
Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, which 123 countries 
have since ratified. It was a partial ban rather than a com-
prehensive one in part due to a key problem for verifying 
compliance: it was, at the time, impossible to reliably 
remotely detect underground tests. Consequently, the 
ban was limited to tests conducted in the atmosphere, 
underwater, and in outer space. Two years later, signifi-
cant progress had already been made towards solving the 
problem of reliably detecting underground tests, using 
the idea of a network of seismometers (devices used to 
measure seismic activity) combined with a new efficient 
algorithm for differentiating between nuclear tests and 
other seismic activity. But a treaty had already been 
signed, and it wasn’t until many years later, in 1990, that 

the United States and Soviet Union 
ratified a treaty involving under-
ground tests: the “Threshold Test 
Ban Treaty”, which prohibited all 
nuclear tests exceeding 150 kilotons. 
This treaty was enabled by mutual 
agreement between the two coun-
tries on a specific technical protocol 
for the verification of underground 
tests based on the approach 
described above. Of course, verifica-
tion is only one part of the rationale 
behind arms control treaties, but 
this story shows the role that ver-
ification technologies can play in 
enabling international agreements 
and governance structures that may 
not otherwise be able to exist. 

Both these stories highlight 
some of the challenges with tech-
nology-based solutions to policy 
problems. The first is achieving 
sufficient reliability. Although the 
combine harvesters were remotely 

John Deere is one of the world’s largest exporters of farm equipment and spends around 
$2 billion annually on research and development. This has led to a complex hardware and 
software stack for their equipment, allowing remote control of newer vehicles. Here, Ukrainian 
farmer Mykhailo Palahniuk points toward a John Deere harvester under repair, on his 6-hectare 
farm where he grows crops of wheat, barley, and soy. (Scott Peterson/Getty Images)
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capabilities of today’s most powerful systems suggest 
that their successors could be highly proficient within a 
range of weaponizable domains, and could pose serious 
risks if they fall into the hands of adversaries. GPT-4 has 
nascent capabilities useful for designing, planning, and 
executing complex scientific experiments, including 
synthesizing chemical weapons.22 Defense contractors 
have started offering decision-making systems powered 
by the current generation of broadly capable models, 
models whose foreign and open-source counterparts 
are increasingly becoming available to the United States’ 
adversaries.23 A broader set of worrying capabilities are 
also being discovered. In early 2023, Anthropic, another 
leading U.S. lab, contracted top biosecurity experts to 
red-team and evaluate its model’s ability to help with the 
design and acquisition of biological weapons. They found 
that “a straightforward extrapolation of today’s systems 
to those we expect to see in 2-3 years suggests a substan-
tial risk that AI systems . . . will greatly widen the range 
of actors with the technical capability to conduct a large-
scale biological attack.”24 Other domains where evidence  

disabled, it’s likely that Russian troops eventually were 
able to bypass the protection, provided it was worth the 
time and money to do so. The second is timing. Though it 
turned out to be possible to verify underground nuclear 
tests, this development came too late to be truly useful 
for nuclear nonproliferation.

This report considers the applicability of these kinds 
of technological solutions to AI policy. What if policies 
concerning AI chips, a crucial input for dual-use AI 
systems, could be implemented directly on the chips 
themselves? What if updates to export regulations could 
be deployed through a simple software update? Such 
“on-chip governance mechanisms” could help flexibly 
address many of the national security issues posed by 
future AI systems in a way that does not presuppose any 
specific risks. However, this approach raises difficult 
questions about how dangerous technologies should 
be governed. This report lays out the policy objec-
tives that could be achieved with on-chip governance 
mechanisms. It then examines the technical and social 
challenges to their implementation. Finally, the report 
provides a set of recommendations for U.S. policymakers 
to move toward a world where all leading AI chips are 
secure and governable.

The U.S. nuclear weapon test Castle Bravo had a yield 2.5 times 
greater than predicted due to unforeseen reactions involving 
lithium-7. (United States Department of Energy)

APPLICATIONS BEYOND AI

This report uses the term “AI chips,” and primarily highlights the benefits of on-chip mechanisms for addressing 
AI-related national security concerns (specifically compute-intensive broadly capable systems). But the advanced 
chips referenced also play an important role in non-AI applications, such as design and testing for aerospace systems 
and nuclear weapons.16 The measures discussed in this report are highly relevant for these cases, and in general, for 
wherever advanced chips are used in national security–relevant applications.

The National Security Risks  
Posed by Artificial Intelligence
The 2021 Final Report of the National Security 
Commission on AI characterized AI as “the quint-
essential ‘dual-use’ technology.”17 In late 2023, this 
characterization appears increasingly apt. China has 
been rolling out a nationwide AI-based system of mass 
surveillance, driven by advances in facial and voice rec-
ognition technology.18 These tools also have been key to 
Beijing’s mass oppression and incarceration of Uyghurs 
in Xinjiang.19 AI also plays a key role in China’s military 
ambitions, with the goal of progressively integrating AI 
into its joint forces over the coming years.20

Looking closer to home, earlier this year, OpenAI, a 
top U.S. AI lab, released “GPT-4,” marking the birth of 
a new generation of broadly capable AI models that are 
increasingly unlocking groundbreaking applications in 
both civilian and defense contexts.21 The demonstrated 
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of national security risks are emerging include cyber 
offensive operations, large-scale deception or persua-
sion operations, and “agentized” AI systems evading 
human control.25

Broadly capable models at the frontier of R&D also 
have properties that will pose a thorny challenge for 
governance: These models develop new capabilities in 
an unpredictable way, are hard to make reliably safe, and 
are likely to proliferate rapidly to illicit actors.26 Systems 
based on these models could have destabilizing effects 
on international relations and lower the barrier for non-
state actors to cause harm.27

Compute Governance:  
Opportunities and Challenges
In October 2022, prior to many of the AI advances pre-
viously described, the U.S. Department of Commerce 
imposed aggressive export controls to limit China’s 
access to high-end AI chips. The new regulations cited 
concerns that China could use these chips to produce 
advanced military systems, including weapons of mass 
destruction, and to enhance the speed and accuracy of 
its military operations.28 This move is an example of 
“compute governance”: placing guardrails on how and 
by whom the resources necessary to produce AI compu-
tation (i.e., specialized computer chips) are used. Such 
measures can be effective in the context of AI because of 
the close relationship between the amount of compute/
chips used to train a particular AI model and the capabil-
ities the model possesses.29 Compared to other inputs to 
AI, such as data and algorithms, chips have a unique set 
of governance-relevant properties. AI chips are physical 
goods that are more quantifiable, more difficult to copy, 
and have a highly concentrated supply chain; all attri-
butes that make it easier to define and enforce policies 
that control access and govern their usage.30

But in some crucial ways, compute governance 
measures that resemble unilaterally imposed rules on 
who can export chips to whom are a blunt and ineffective 
tool. First, enforcement of these rules is hard. China’s 
extensive civil-military fusion and use of shell entities 
to evade export controls have historically compromised 
the effectiveness of export controls, particularly given 
the limited resources and outdated technology avail-
able to the Bureau of Industry and Security (the office 
tasked with export control enforcement for AI chips).31 
AI chip smuggling is already happening on a small 
scale today and is likely to be an increasing concern.32 
Second, to have a chance of being effective, such rules 
need to be far-reaching, which has consequences for 
the competitiveness of U.S. firms. Under the current 

set of controls, exports of leading AI chips are pro-
hibited to any customer in China. The ban applies not 
just to U.S.-made chips, but also to any chip produced 
using U.S.-origin technology, software, or equipment. 
Understandably, this has prompted calls for restraint 
from the U.S. semiconductor industry, which fears 
not just loss of market access to China, but also the 
“de-Americanization” of supply chains more broadly.33 
Lastly, these rules have workarounds. Cloud computing 
makes it possible for cloud service providers in other 
countries to provide export-controlled AI chips remotely 
to any customer.34 Countries and other actors can also 
stockpile chips today to guard against the possibility of 
new or expanded export controls in the future, pushing 
some of the effectiveness of export controls to the point 
at which stockpiled chips are less relevant for training 
leading AI models.

On-Chip Governance Mechanisms:  
A Quick Introduction
The challenges inherent to the current approach for 
governing compute obscure the potential harmony that 
exists between the interests of U.S. policymakers and 
U.S. chipmakers. Both seek to promote U.S. technological 
competitiveness, and neither wants to see dangerous 
and destabilizing technologies in the hands of unlawful 
actors or rogue states. The problems described in the 
previous section arise in large part due to the limited 
policy solution space allowed by the technology deployed 
on today’s generation of AI chips, rather than the 
inherent differences in goals between these two groups. 
For example, blanket export restrictions on AI chips 
going to China were seen as necessary in part because 
there does not exist a widely deployed technical solution 
for preventing an AI chip from being used by an unau-
thorized actor once it has been shipped overseas. If such 
technology was deployed and made sufficiently reliable, 
the need for sweeping, top-down export restrictions 
would be reduced. 

This report introduces the concept of “on-chip gover-
nance mechanisms”: physical mechanisms implemented 
on AI chips and related hardware to allow for control 
of how and by whom these devices can be used. These 
actions will be appropriate only in certain contexts, such 
as export control enforcement for advanced AI chips 
used in data centers.35 Implementing on-chip gover-
nance on such chips could be valuable by virtue of the 
fact that the most broadly capable dual-use AI systems 
also require the most specialized chips to develop within 
a reasonable time frame and budget.36 These mecha-
nisms provide a uniquely flexible governance tool. If a 
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basic “security module” is introduced as a standard for 
powerful new AI chips, new policies could be quickly 
and securely deployed as software and firmware updates. 
This possibility is discussed in Section 2.

On-chip mechanisms for commercial uses already 
are common on consumer devices. For example, the 
iPhone has hardware restrictions that enable Apple to 
exercise editorial control over which specific apps can be 
installed. Google uses a technique called “remote attes-
tation” to ensure the security and integrity of devices in 
their data centers.37 Some video game companies use a 
similar method 
to interface 
with a dedicated 
secure processor 
on users’ com-
puters to ensure 
they are not 
using cheating 
software in multiplayer video games.38 IBM and Intel use 
an approach known as “hardware licensing” to remotely 
restrict/unlock the performance of data center chips 
based on a subscription model. Using similar technology 
to these examples, on-chip mechanisms could be imple-
mented on data center AI chips to directly govern the 
training and deployment of broadly capable AI systems 
that pose meaningful national security risks.39 Section 2 
provides an overview of what this might concretely look 
like, and Section 4 dives further into the required tech-
nical underpinnings.

In the domestic context, on-chip governance mech-
anisms could enable the development of AI systems 

to be regulated while helping protect the intellectual 
property of developers.40 For example, a recent White 
House executive order calls for AI developers and 
cloud service providers to report on compute usage and 
training data above certain thresholds.41 On-chip mech-
anisms could allow these firms to quickly and securely 
report this information, without needing to directly 
reveal sensitive code or data. While these use cases are 
interesting, the more promising governance application 
for on-chip mechanisms is international governance, 
where regulations are otherwise difficult to monitor and 

enforce. In the 
near term, this 
means export 
control enforce-
ment, but in the 
longer term, this 
could include 
international 

agreements.42 This report focuses on export controls as 
a promising early application in Section 3 and associated 
challenges in Section 5.

This may sound like an ambitious proposal, and it 
is. However, new governance tools almost certainly 
will be needed to meet the national security challenges 
presented by current and future rapid advances in AI. 
As AI systems grow more powerful, the need to effec-
tively govern them will grow more urgent. A flexible 
governance framework built on a platform of on-chip 
mechanisms would allow regulations to adapt to changes 
in the technology that cannot yet be foreseen. Because 
developing these mechanisms will take time, work to 

Realizing the potential of on-chip governance 
will require substantial investments in better 
hardware security and a strong partnership 
between the U.S. government and leading  
AI chipmakers.

DEFINITIONS

This report defines on-chip governance mechanisms as technical mechanisms that rely on hardware-level security 
features to:

 ¡ Enable a controller to restrict what can be done with a hardware device; and/or

 ¡ Enable a verifier to verify claims about the state or use of the hardware, based on having a high level of trust about 
the integrity of the security mechanisms.

The proximate controller almost always would be the hardware vendor, but the de facto controller could be, for example, 
a regulator who mandates that particularly powerful hardware should not be made available to unlawful actors.44 In a 
future, more comprehensive AI governance regime, a regulator could be both a verifier and a controller: For example, 
they could require AI developers to verifiably report that they are going about their development safely, and impose 
restrictions on developers who cannot prove this.45

This report also uses the terms “compute user” and “compute operator.” The user is the entity that uses chips in an 
operational capacity (e.g., a company that trains AI models). The operator is the entity that owns, physically controls, 
and manages the computing hardware (e.g., a cloud service provider). In some cases, the same entity will be both the 
compute user and the compute operator. In other cases, these entities will be distinct.46 For specific definitions of other 
AI compute-related terms used in this report, see Appendix A.
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What Would Effective On-Chip 
Governance Look Like?

This section briefly lays out a sketch of a concrete 
vision for the set of on-chip mechanisms and associated 
measures that would allow for flexible compute gover-
nance. The core of this proposal is a hardened “security 
module,” included on all high-performance data center 
AI chips, that can ensure that the chip has valid, up-to-
date firmware and software and, where applicable, an 
up-to-date operating license. If these conditions were 
not met, the security module would prevent the chip 
from operating.

This valid, up-to-date firmware and software then 
could help enforce limits on the uses of these chips, and 
offer sophisticated “remote attestation” capabilities, or, 
in less technical terms, the ability for the chip to send 
trusted information about the chip and its usage to a 
third-party verifier. The security module also would 
ensure that if vulnerabilities are found in firmware and 
software, users would have no choice but to update 
to patched versions where the vulnerability has been 
fixed. Chip-specific operating licenses would allow 
export-controlled chips to be configured such that they 
could be remotely disabled by the manufacturer by 
ceasing to issue licenses for that chip. This would allow 
export controls to be enforced remotely if the terms of an 
export license had been violated. Chips also would have 
support for “trusted execution environments” that could, 
together with remote attestation capabilities, allow 
the chips to be used to make a wide range of “verifiable 
claims,” such as the amount of compute used to train an 
AI model or other properties of the training process.

Implementing these features on AI chips provides 
a platform for adaptive governance. These features 
would allow for a wide range of policies (for example, a 
training compute reporting requirement above a certain 
threshold, as called for by the recent White House 
executive order) to be implemented and updated directly 
on the chip by simply deploying a firmware or software 
update.47 Many of the required security features are 
already common on CPUs and are being increasingly 
introduced on GPUs, such as NVIDIA’s new H100.48 
These likely could be implemented at an acceptable cost 
as an extension of existing standards for secure boot and 
remote attestation features.

These technical features ideally would be supported by 
robust supply chain tracking and “Know Your Customer” 
policies for AI chip exports/sales, which would allow the 
controller to know which chips are being used by which 
actors. This system of supply chain tracking also could 

design and implement them needs to commence well 
before they are needed. Due to the concentration of 
the semiconductor supply chain, a coalition of only 
a few partner countries, or perhaps even the United 
States alone, could be enough to ensure that on-chip 
governance mechanisms were introduced on almost all 
leading AI chips.43

The goal of this report is to introduce the concept of 
on-chip mechanisms as a tool for governance and review 
the underlying hardware security features that could 
make them possible. It does not attempt to analyze the 
implementation of these mechanisms in any specific use 
cases with rigorous technical detail, nor try to exhaus-
tively map possible use cases. Detailed analysis of the 
broader impacts of specific mechanisms used for specific 
purposes also is left for future work.

Realizing the potential of on-chip governance will 
require substantial investments in better hardware 
security and a strong partnership between the U.S. gov-
ernment and leading AI chipmakers. It also will require 
a thoughtful development approach that acknowledges 
the privacy and free speech implications of making AI 
chips more controllable by regulators. Effective on-chip 
governance is best implemented through enabling priva-
cy-preserving “verifiable claims” and operating licenses 
for chips that are used almost exclusively in large data 
centers, and will not require secret monitoring of users 
or insecure “back doors.” In fact, related mechanisms are 
widely deployed already on various chips, including cut-
ting-edge AI chips, without compromising users’ privacy 
or security. 

While the future evolution of risks from AI and 
advanced computing cannot be predicted with certainty, 
given the potential stakes, and the lead times involved, it 
is time to lay the groundwork to expand the range of AI 
governance options available to the United States over 
the coming years.

Realizing the potential of on-
chip governance will require 
substantial investments in 
better hardware security and a 
strong partnership between the 
U.S. government and leading  
AI chipmakers.
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include periodic monitoring and inspections to ensure 
that any novel attempts to physically tamper with chips 
can be caught.

With this overall sketch as a framework, the next 
section describes in more detail the specific policies that 
these technical features could unlock.

Policies that On-Chip Governance 
Mechanisms Could Enable

At a high level, on-chip governance mechanisms could 
allow a regulator to take the following actions:

1. Restriction: Restricting access to, or “throttling” 
(reducing) the performance of a chip. Such measures 
also could include preventing the chip from being 
used as part of a large cluster/supercomputer.

2. Verification: Requiring the chip user to securely 
verify how they are using the chip (e.g., which 
specific code or data is being used in an AI 
training run).

Details on the technical underpinnings of these capabil-
ities are included in Section 5, and Section 6 discusses 
their viability in adversarial contexts.

In practice, restriction and verification could be used 
to enable the following policy measures:

 ¡ Operating licenses: Using hardware-enforced 
licenses to deny access to unauthorized users, (e.g.,  
for export control enforcement).

 ¡ Location verification: Verifying the location of chips, 
(e.g., to assist with export control enforcement).

 ¡ Usage verification: Verifying how chips are being 
used, (e.g., to enforce an international agreement on 
tracking and reporting compute usage).52

 ¡ Usage limitations: Limiting certain chip use cases, 
(e.g., to restrict exported chips from being used to 
build large AI clusters capable of training frontier 
models).53

 
The rest of this section will discuss each of these 
in more detail.

Operating Licenses  
to Prevent Unauthorized Use
On-chip mechanisms could be used to implement a 
chip-specific operating license that requires periodic 
renewal, similar to a software subscription model. 
Operating licenses could control whether the chip 
works at all, limit specific features, or specify more 
complex restrictions. Importantly, on-chip mechanisms 
could implement a time-based license, where a chip 
disables itself if it does not receive a renewed license. 
This approach prevents reliance on the chip needing 
to receive an active shutdown command, which likely 
could be blocked by an uncooperative compute operator.

VERIFICATION VS. MONITORING

This report uses the term “verification” to distinguish it from the idea of activity monitoring. “Monitoring” implies that 
some third party is able to track how a chip is being used (e.g., specific code or data loaded on the chip) through some 
process of unilateral surveillance. Such monitoring is likely neither technically feasible nor desirable from a user privacy 
and chip security standpoint. Building “back doors” into AI hardware is technically possible but would not result in chips 
that consumers will want to buy, and would introduce serious security vulnerabilities.49

“Verification” refers to a process where the user of a chip instead can remotely attest to a third-party verifier what 
they are doing with a processor (e.g., how much training compute is being used, or whether a particular dataset was 
used), using a “Trusted Execution Environment” (TEE). Because of the TEE’s security properties, the verifier can trust 
that information received from the TEE has not been spoofed, so long as they have confidence that hardware security 
features on the chip have not been compromised. Instead of unilateral surveillance, this should be thought of as a 
collaboration between a verifier and the chip owner. This collaboration also could be made fully privacy-preserving  
(i.e., not revealing sensitive code or data) using techniques from multi-party and confidential computing.50 If a chip 
owner refuses to engage in such a collaboration, restriction mechanisms could allow the verifier (e.g., a regulator or 
device manufacturer with particular terms of use) to prevent them from continuing to use the chip. 

These actions will be appropriate only in certain 
contexts. Restriction mechanisms are appropriate in the 
adversarial context of export control enforcement, on 
the specialized data center AI chips that are targeted by 
current AI chip export controls. In the future, as chips 
grow more powerful, it may become necessary to place 
some export restrictions on consumer-grade GPUs.51 
These chips could then potentially be equipped with 
some limited mechanisms to deter smuggling and misuse.
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Hardware-based operating licenses already are used 
in commercial contexts; two U.S. companies, Intel and 
IBM, run hardware licensing programs under the names 
Intel On Demand and Capacity on Demand respectively.54 
In these cases, operating licenses are used to restrict or 
unlock existing features on chips, depending on whether 
a customer has paid for them.

This capability would be particularly useful for export 
control enforcement—for example, if a chip were sold 
to an entity that subsequently was found to have previ-
ously unknown ties to the People’s Liberation Army.55 In 
practice, this might take the form of a Bureau of Industry 
and Security statement that export licenses will be 
granted for controlled chips if the chips have a security 
module that could be used to disable the chips remotely 
if there is ever a reason to believe the chips have been 
utilized by end users and/or for end uses that constitute a 
breach of the export license. This could include:

1. Cases where there is a reason to believe that chips 
have been, or are at risk of being, re-exported or 
transferred in violation of their original export 
license.

2. Cases where there is reason to believe that remote 
access to the chips has been given to sanctioned 
entities, such as those connected to the Chinese 
military (if controls on AI chips offered as cloud 
services are implemented).

3. Cases where the owner of the chips is not collabo-
rating with authorities to prove that neither of the 
two violations mentioned above is occurring.

While an operating license mechanism could require 
some communication between the chip and the man-
ufacturer, the core functionality would not require an 
open internet connection. The license could be conveyed 
to and from the chips by whatever means are most 
appropriate, whether that be an internet connection, or 
carefully controlled physical media going in and out of an 
air-gapped data center.

More speculatively, it may be possible to use operating 
licenses to make consumer GPUs less useful for AI appli-
cations, by using a license to unlock some of the most 
AI-relevant features and capabilities of the GPU. Such 
mechanisms are not currently needed, but may become 
useful in the future.

Location Verification
Combining trusted location verification with oper-
ating licenses could allow for rapid and effective export 

control enforcement. How would this work? Due to the 
hard limit of the speed of light and the lower bound on 
latency from existing communications infrastructure, 
how quickly a device responds can be used to establish an 
upper bound on the distance between the device and the 
source of the query. With secure on-chip mechanisms 
and multiple trusted “landmark” servers, it becomes 
possible to determine the approximate location of a chip 
by comparing these upper bounds, as depicted in the 
diagram below.

This diagram shows how a trusted server in Paris, France, could 
verify that a chip is within the blue circle, and thus not in any country 
to which chip exports are restricted, by verifying that the chip can 
respond in less than 9 ms (using the upper bound of the speed of 
light). The smaller red circle shows an approximate range from which 
chips could attain a 9 ms latency to the server, using ordinary internet 
infrastructure.56 This shows how landmark servers placed every few 
hundred kilometers could be used to establish sufficient coverage to 
verify that chips have not been re-exported illegally.57

Due to the substantial difference between the speed of 
light and the latency of ordinary internet infrastructure, 
the chips would need to be within hundreds of kilo-
meters of the landmarks, and less than 100 km in areas 
that are near the borders of areas where chips are not 
allowed to operate. This likely would require hundreds 
of trusted landmarks globally, but these servers would 
be quite cheap to set up. Queries would take the form 
of cryptographic challenges issued against the chip’s 
private key, to ensure that the responder is indeed the 
chip in question.

This kind of location verification mechanism would 
be particularly valuable for deterring chip smuggling. 
Of course, the response from a device always could be 
delayed to reduce the precision of the location estimate. 
Collaboration on the part of the compute operator could 
be incentivized by enacting a policy of revoking operating 
licenses if the measurement is so imprecise that it cannot 
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verify that the chip is not in a country in which it should 
not be. Alternatively, the chip itself could query a set of 
trusted servers, and the operating license could specify 
that the chip should lock down if it cannot establish that 
it is in an allowed region. This approach also could allow 
a chip to establish its own location without the landmark 
servers being able to determine the chip’s location, which 
could be desirable in some cases, to protect user privacy. 
This kind of “region-lock” mechanism could potentially 
also be useful on consumer GPUs in the future, if the 
smuggling of such chips becomes a serious concern.

Usage Verification
Continued progress in AI may create and exacerbate sce-
narios that resemble a “security dilemma.”58 For example, 
if one country were unsure about a rival’s intentions or 
activities related to developing AI-powered military 
capabilities, it may be rational for that country to develop 
or accelerate the development of its own capabilities. 
Uncertainty about the specific capabilities of rivals, how 
AI might change the shape of warfare, and exactly how 
powerful future AI systems might be could all exacerbate 
this dynamic. This could lead to incentives to prioritize 
dangerous capabilities research at the expense of safety 
research, increasing the chance of accidents that could 
cause harm to all actors.59 Recent trends in military 
adoption of AI technology suggest these dynamics are at 
risk of emerging between Washington and Beijing.60

As with most security dilemmas, a promising move is 
to reduce mutual uncertainty about how and whether 
potentially dangerous systems are being developed by 
any actor. Just as monitoring and verification technolo-
gies have been used to support international agreements 
and mutual trust in the nuclear domain, on-chip mech-
anisms could support similar moves in the AI domain.61 
Two key points of 
difference between 
these domains are 
that the number 
of different actors 
involved in developing new technologies is likely to be 
greater in the AI domain, and those actors are much 
more likely to be commercial actors.

On-chip mechanisms could allow compute users 
(commercial or otherwise) to make verifiable claims 
(information that is trustworthy through hardware-level 
integrity guarantees) about the state of a chip and how 
it is being used. These features could be extended to the 
level of an entire cluster and enable compute users to 
verify key information relevant to AI capabilities and 
risks, such as the amount of training compute used to 

train an AI system or other properties of the training 
process. For example, one recent proposal describes how 
“hashed” (i.e., privacy-preserving) parts of an AI system 
could be stored, and later used to prove how much 
compute was used to train it.62 

Many of the security features necessary for verifiable 
claims are already available on high-end server CPUs, 
as well as NVIDIA’s flagship H100 GPU. In recent years, 
this has been marketed as “confidential computing” and 
promoted by the Confidential Computing Consortium, of 
which NVIDIA is a member.63 

Usage Limitations
On-chip mechanisms could be used to limit the possible 
uses of chips in various ways. The most relevant to this 
report are limiting AI chip usage in large clusters/super-
computers, limiting sensitive data access to support 
privacy and information security, and limiting chips to 
only running approved code or models. Each of these 
applications is discussed below. 

LIMITING AI CHIP USAGE IN LARGE CLUSTERS/
SUPERCOMPUTERS
In the October 2023 revisions to AI chip export controls, 
BIS requested public proposals for “technical solutions 
that limit [AI chips] from being used in conjunction with 
large numbers of other such items in ways that enable 
training large dual-use AI foundation models with 
capabilities of concern.”64 If this kind of usage were pre-
vented, chips could be safely exported for end uses that 
only require a smaller number of chips.

As part of the request, BIS mentions an example mech-
anism, where the various chips that make up a single 
system, such as a server or a “pod” of servers, are limited 
to only operating with the original set of chips, and the 

whole system is limited 
to only communicate 
at less than 1 GB/s with 
the outside world. This 
kind of restriction could 

be based on “roots of trust” in each of the chips in the 
system, that allow all of the chips to attest to each other’s 
identity. Chips would then refuse to work with any chip 
they do not recognize, which would prevent the end 
user from introducing additional network connections 
that would allow the system to be integrated as part of 
a larger cluster.

A mechanism like this would require a very high 
degree of interoperability between all of the chips in the 
system, including, for example, the CPU and the network 
interface controller. Existing chips could not do this, but 

Continued progress in AI may create 
and exacerbate scenarios that resemble 
a ‘security dilemma.’
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fortunately, the data center industry already is working 
to develop standards and protocols to allow heteroge-
neous devices found in data centers to attest their identity 
and integrity to each other using such mechanisms.65 
However, this level of interoperability could be at least 2 
years away, based on an interview with an industry expert.

Sophisticated on-chip attestation mechanisms 
should be complemented by lower-tech physical pro-
tections to make it more difficult to modify the system 
without damaging it, and leaving evidence of modifica-
tion. This could involve techniques such as “potting”: 
covering the circuit board in difficult-to-remove 
material. See Appendix B for a dedicated discussion of 
anti-tampering technologies.

In the future, this kind of attestation mechanism could 
be extended to implement more flexible restrictions 
on the use and configuration of computing clusters. In 
addition to identifying each other, AI chips could share 
relevant information to detect if they are part of a very 
large computing workload (e.g., large-scale AI training). 
For example, each AI chip in a server could track how 
much data is moving in and out of itself. This information 
then could be used to estimate the total amount of data 
being moved to and from the whole server, and therefore 
detect whether the chips are being used within a large, 
tightly connected cluster of multiple servers. However, 
this kind of system could potentially be broken by com-
promising a small number of the least secure devices 
involved, making it relatively fragile.

LIMITING SENSITIVE DATA ACCESS
On-chip mechanisms could support information security 
and privacy practices. For example, when an AI system is 
deployed, on-chip mechanisms could be used to ensure a 
user’s data is processed without either the AI developer or 
the user being able to access the other party’s intellectual 
property (data or model weights). Beyond their com-
mercial utility, such features may become increasingly 
important as AI systems develop further capabilities in 
domains with high potential for misuse, such as biology.66

LIMITING AI CHIPS TO ONLY RUNNING  
APPROVED CODE OR MODELS
On-chip mechanisms could be used to ensure that only 
approved code and/or AI models can be run on the pro-
cessor. This could allow a subset of chips intended for 
specific uses (e.g., those for use in self-driving cars), to be 
configured to only run specific, trusted models. This could 
allow some kinds of misuse to be prevented without much 
active oversight of the chips.

Technical Underpinnings

This section begins by explaining the basic operating 
principles of the core hardware security features—secure 
boot and remote attestation—that most restriction and 
verification mechanisms are based on. It then explains 
how these features could be applied in security modules 
and trusted execution environments to enable on-chip 
governance. Each of these key components is shown in 
Diagram A on the following page. 

Secure Boot
“Secure boot” is a hardware feature that aims to prevent 
unauthorized firmware, operating systems, or other 
software from running on a device.67 When a chip is 
turned on (booted), the part of the chip that is respon-
sible for loading the initial firmware code onto the chip 
checks whether the code has been cryptographically 
signed by the chip’s manufacturer, and refuses to boot if 
not. This ensures that the chip will run only manufactur-
er-approved firmware. This typically works as follows:

1. The manufacturer generates a pair of keys: a public 
key and a private key

2. The manufacturer stores the public key in read-only 
memory on the device

3. The manufacturer signs the firmware with the 
private key, creating a signature for it

4. The manufacturer sends the firmware and the signa-
ture to the device. The device uses the public key to 
verify that the signature matches the firmware.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SIGNATURES

On-chip mechanisms rely heavily on cryptographic 
signatures (also known as digital signatures), a way 
of verifying the authenticity of a file or message using 
public key cryptography. 

Public key cryptography is a system that uses two 
different mathematically related codes, called keys, to 
encrypt and decrypt data. One key is public, while the 
other key is private and must be kept protected.

A cryptographic signature is a sequence of bits that 
can be used to verify the authenticity of a file or 
message. It is created using the file and a private code 
(referred to as a “private key”). Recipients of the file 
then can use a corresponding “public key” to verify 
that the signature is valid and that the file comes 
from the owner of the private key and has not been 
modified in transit.
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A logical diagram of the governance mechanisms proposed in this report, and the physical hardware modules and security features that could 
enable them.

A simple diagram of an example remote attestation process, showing the flow of keys, information, and signatures. The “measurements” here 
could be, for example, information about what code has been loaded onto the chip.
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DIAGRAM A: AN EXAMPLE ARCHITECTURE FOR ON-CHIP GOVERNANCE

DIAGRAM B: HOW DOES REMOTE ATTESTATION WORK?
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Secure boot does not require the device to have any 
secret information, such as a private key. It only needs to 
protect the public key from being overwritten. Remote 
attestation, on the other hand, requires that chips be able 
to sign outputs so that they can be verified to have come 
from that chip. This means that the chip itself needs 
to hold its own private key and prevent anyone from 
reading it; otherwise, whoever reads the key can forge 
attestations. Remote attestation is discussed in more 
detail next.

Remote Attestation
The same functionality that is used to check the 
integrity of the configuration and firmware of a chip 
as part of secure boot can be extended to allow the 
hardware to securely remotely attest to (i.e., make 
claims about - the state of the system.68 This is known 
as “remote attestation.” In a remote attestation proce-
dure, the chip generates a signature for the currently 
loaded firmware (and other measurements about the 
chip’s state) using its own private key, and sends that 
signature to a verifier (e.g., the manufacturer). The 
verifier can then use the signature to ensure that the chip 
is running approved firmware or has a valid “operating 
license”. This overall process is depicted in Diagram B 
on the previous page. Remote attestation capabilities 
make it possible for a remote party to have some degree 
of control over how a chip is being used, particularly 
in combination with “trusted execution environ-
ments” (page 14). Such features could be especially 
useful in the export control context, where an exporter 
could retain the ability to remotely restrict access to a 
chip if an export control violation has been detected 
via remote attestation.

Security Modules
To implement techniques such as secure boot, many 
chips today have dedicated security modules, including 
a dedicated processor, that are responsible for handling 
private keys and performing other security-related 
functions. For the purposes of on-chip governance mech-
anisms such as operating licenses, a security module 
would need to perform responsibilities such as:

 ¡ Secure boot, including measuring, enforcing, and 
attesting to firmware integrity

 ¡ Enabling secure remote firmware updates

 ¡ Handling private keys and cryptographic operations to 
support verifiable claims

 ¡ General oversight of the behavior of the chip

 ¡ Attesting to device identity.

To implement an operating license (see Section 3), a 
security module would need to have the ability to limit 
or disable a chip’s operations if the chip does not receive 
a renewed license within a particular time window. The 
format of the license could be a short piece of text, cryp-
tographically signed by the compute vendor. The text 
should include the identifier of the chip in question and 
information about the ways in which it is authorized 
to operate, and for how long. The firmware running 
on the security module would interpret and enforce 
this license. To support this functionality, the security 
module would need to have access to an immutable ID 
corresponding to the chip it is responsible for.

With a timed license expiry period (e.g., weekly or 
monthly), chip vendors could disable chips without 
any active intervention being required. The authors 
expect that a timed license is the only way to implement 
a robust mechanism for remotely disabling chips: if 
the mechanism relied on a shutdown command being 
actively delivered to the chip, the command almost 
always could be blocked from reaching the chip by the 
compute operator.

Another technical requirement for properly imple-
menting a hardware operating license is a secure timer. 
Accurate, hack-proof, and tamper-proof tracking 
of time generally is considered very difficult.69 The 
main reason for this is that, currently, it is within the 
capabilities of many actors to compromise timers by 
manipulating the power supply to the chip, and thus 
manipulating the execution speed of instructions.70 
However, for the purposes of controlling access to or 
usage of AI compute, the primary concern is with the 
amount of computation done since authorization was 
received, rather than the exact amount of time.71 This 
can be tracked much more robustly by simply counting 
clock cycles.72

It also could be possible to achieve a usable approx-
imation of time if the relevant parts of the chip were 
continuously powered. This could be achieved with an 
added battery that could continue to power the relevant 
part of the chip even when the rest of the system is 
powered off.73 It also might be possible to require the 
surrounding system to provide continuous low levels of 
power to the chip by designing the timer to “max out” 
if power is lost, thus requiring re-authorization in the 
event of a loss of power. 
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Trusted Execution Environments
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are isolated 
environments created within a processor that protect 
the code and data running inside them from being 
accessed or modified by other parts of the system. The 
key difference between security modules and TEEs is 
that TEEs create a protected environment on the main 
processor cores, whereas a security module is a separate 
lower-performance processor specialized for security-re-
lated tasks. While security modules can be sufficient for 
protecting highly sensitive information, TEEs provide an 
additional layer of protection around the primary com-
putational work performed by the chip.

TEEs are typically used to protect data inside the envi-
ronment from spying or interference by other parts of 
the system, such as malware, other users, or the platform 
software provided by a cloud provider. In the case of 
on-chip governance mechanisms, TEEs can be used to 
enable a chip to remotely attest to the state of the TEE 
and the code running inside the TEE, with these claims 
being verifiable by third parties.

This can enable certain types of privacy-preserving 
collaboration using a technique known as multi-party 
computing. For example, one party could set up a TEE 
on a chip and attest to another party about the specific 
code that is loaded in the TEE. The other party could 
then send encrypted 
data to the TEE, which 
is processed by the code, 
and the results shared, 
without the original 
party ever having access 
to the unencrypted 
data.74 This approach 
conceivably could be 
used by a third-party 
evaluator to run tests on an AI model without ever having 
direct access to the unencrypted weights.

TEEs also might be useful for implementing priva-
cy-preserving logging of information during training. 
This would allow for retrospective inspections of the 
training process. A recent paper proposes a protocol for 
verifying adherence to rules related to AI training—for 

example, the amount of compute, data, or training 
process used.75 In this proposal, weights on a chip would 
be hashed and signed at random times during training, 
and these hashes would be logged.76 The logged hashes 
could be used later to prove which chips were used to 
train a given model, and to verify the provenance of a 
model through the provision and replication77 of training 
transcripts from the organization that did the training.78

When Should a Security Module vs. a Trusted 
Execution Environment Be Used?
Security modules use separate dedicated processors for 
handling security-critical operations like cryptography 
and enforcing policies. TEEs are isolated environ-
ments created within the main processor(s) of a chip 
to protect code and data from being accessed by other 
software on the system.

A security module could be much simpler than its 
associated AI chip, and thus much more secure. If the 
interface between the security module and the user-ac-
cessible parts of the system can be kept very simple, it 
is much more feasible to ensure it does not have major 
vulnerabilities that could be exploited to gain access to 
the security module from the main processor. 

Trusted execution environments, on the other hand, 
run on the main processor(s) themselves. This com-

plexity has often led to 
TEEs being vulnerable to 
side-channel attacks that 
exploit shared resources 
like caches.79 A separate 
security module reduces 
this risk given that user 
code is not allowed to run 
on it. However, TEEs are 
necessary to enable remote 

attestation of code (and data) running on chips. As 
such, this report suggests that security modules should 
be used in on-chip governance mechanisms where 
possible, such as for requiring a valid operating license, 
and TEEs should be used otherwise only where neces-
sary, such as for enabling verifiable claims about training 
compute usage.

Many chips today have dedicated 
security modules, including a 
dedicated processor, that are 
responsible for handling private 
keys and performing other 
security-related functions.
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Challenges for Implementation

Many of the required features for on-chip governance 
mechanisms already are present on commercial devices. 
Apple’s iPhone is one of the most well-realized imple-
mentations. The secure boot functionality of an iPhone 
aims to ensure that only legitimate firmware and legiti-
mate versions of the iOS operating system can be booted. 
Because only legitimate versions of iOS can be booted, 
Apple can tightly control the apps that can be run. This 
functionality is enabled in part by the Apple Secure 
Enclave Processor, a security module also found on other 
Apple devices such as MacBooks.80

Many of these features also are present on the world’s 
leading AI GPU, the NVIDIA H100. It and most other 
NVIDIA GPUs include a dedicated security module.81 
The H100 also includes a TEE known as “NVIDIA 
Confidential Computing.”82 The H100 is relatively 
uncommon among GPUs for having a TEE, but TEEs are 
relatively common on CPUs, as are dedicated security 
modules.83 Despite its advanced features, the H100 still 
may not support all of the mechanisms required for 
an ideal implementation of the governance measures 
described in this report, even with appropriate firmware 
updates. However, this example, together with the 
commercial hardware licensing schemes already imple-
mented by Intel and IBM, shows that the features 
discussed thus far are likely feasible and economical 

to implement on AI chips.84 Given that NVIDIA chips 
are by far the most capable and popular for training 
cutting-edge models, it would be valuable to build on 
or refine their existing security features into an initial 
implementation of on-chip governance mechanisms.85

More challenging will be ensuring the integrity of 
these mechanisms in the face of efforts by determined 
and well-resourced adversaries. In real-world applica-
tions, the security features and mechanisms described 
in the previous section would be exposed to adversarial 
parties attempting to compromise them in various 
ways. The risks of these mechanisms being misused by 
third-party hackers or for unlawful surveillance also 
must be considered.

This section analyzes these challenges in detail. It first 
describes the privacy and cybersecurity implications of 
on-chip governance mechanisms and offers thoughts 
on how mechanisms should be designed to avoid these 
issues. It then turns to the principal challenge for imple-
mentation: making on-chip governance mechanisms 
sufficiently secure to defend against an adversary with 
physical access to the chip. The section presents three 
prospective operating contexts and threat models and 
analyzes how far away current technologies are from 
being mature enough to deploy in each of these contexts. 
A more detailed discussion of the nature and feasibility 
of the required security technologies can be found 
in Appendix B. 

THE TRACK RECORD OF SIMILAR TECHNOLOGY

The Apple Secure Enclave Processor is a security module found on many Apple devices, including iPhones and 
MacBooks.86 Its primary purpose is to protect sensitive information such as cryptographic keys. It also plays a role in 
Secure Boot.87 Over the years that various iterations have been in use, the Apple Secure Enclave Processor has proven 
to be quite secure since it was first deployed in 2013.88 Only one major publicly known vulnerability has been discovered, 
in 2020.89 

This is despite the Processor being subject to substantial amounts of security research90—and strong interest in 
circumventing these safeguards from much of Apple’s customer base. Circumventing secure boot on iPhones is 
popularly known as “jailbreaking” iPhones. While jailbreaks were common in the early- to mid-2010s, publicly known 
ways to jailbreak the most recent iPhones have become much rarer since the late 2010s as Apple has improved its 
security. Today jailbreaking is only possible if the phone’s operating system hasn’t been updated in several years.91

Other relevant efforts to secure hardware against attacks have not necessarily achieved this level of success. In 2021, 
NVIDIA introduced “Lite Hash Rate” (LHR) limitations on some of its GeForce gaming GPUs.92 The purpose of the LHR 
feature was to limit the cryptocurrency mining performance (“hash rate”) of these GPUs to ensure the availability of 
gaming GPUs for gamers, with cryptocurrency miners instead purchasing NVIDIA’s dedicated line of cryptocurrency 
mining GPUs.93 The hash rate limiter appears to have been based on secure boot features verifying that the code 
controlling the GPU was legitimate.94 That code then looked for a certain pattern of memory accesses to detect 
cryptocurrency mining, and then throttled the performance of the GPU.95 However, methods for partial circumvention 
were developed in a few months, and full circumvention was achieved a little more than a year after the release of the 
restricted GPUs.96 Full circumvention reportedly became possible after a hack of NVIDIA’s code base revealed that the 
code used to detect memory access patterns could be fooled into constantly resetting its internal counter.97
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Privacy, Surveillance, and  
Cybersecurity Implications
One of the most immediate concerns for on-chip gover-
nance mechanisms is their potential to be misused, either 
by the owner of the mechanism to conduct unlawful 
surveillance or by third party hackers taking advantage of 
insecure “back doors.”98

First, on-chip governance mechanisms should be 
designed to minimize the danger of such misuse. In par-
ticular, mechanisms for remotely disabling chips should 
be designed to respond to the absence of authorization, 
rather than an active shut-down signal. This means that 
if someone stole the keys to this system, the only misuse 
that would be possible would be to stop the chips from 
being disabled. This, of course, would be very damaging 
for the intended goal of the mechanisms but would not 
enable directly harmful misuse, such as an unexpected 
shutdown signal during a period of crucial operation. 
The previous section emphasizes robust secure boot 
functionality in part because it increases the security 
of devices, by making it more difficult for malware to 
compromise low levels of the software stack, rather than 
making any type of attack or misuse more feasible.

Relatedly, verification systems could and should be 
designed such that the compute operator is responsible 
for communicating the verified claims to the verifier. 
There is no need for verifiers to be able to read informa-
tion from the system unilaterally, and if the verifier does 
not have that capability, no third parties can exploit the 
capability. Instead of unilateral surveillance, this should 

be thought of as a collaboration between a verifier and 
the chip owner. This collaboration also could be made 
fully privacy-preserving (i.e., not revealing sensitive code 
or data) using techniques from multi-party and confi-
dential computing.99 If a chip owner refuses to engage 
in such a collaboration, restriction mechanisms could 
allow the verifier (e.g., a regulator or device manufac-
turer with particular terms of use or enforcing the terms 
of an export license) to prevent them from continuing to 
use the chip. 

There have been some concerns that security modules 
similar to the type proposed here can provide “back 
doors” to computers.100 Traditionally, security modules 
and system processors have had an extreme level of trust 

and privileged access, such that if an attacker can compro-
mise such a component, they can bypass other forms of 
security.101 However, practically all CPUs and GPUs have 
system processors that are at least as concerning from 
this perspective as a security module would be, given the 
inherent advantages in the security module’s security due 
to its simplicity. Security modules also should be designed 
to have limited access to the rest of the chip, such that 
compromising the module would not allow sensitive data 
to be exfiltrated.102

On-chip governance mechanisms should not be used 
to share any kind of personal data. The verification-based 
approach proposed in this report allows the compute 
owner to choose what kind of information is shared and 
removes the ability of a verifier or controller to directly 
acquire sensitive data. These mechanisms will be appro-
priate only for chips used in particular contexts, such as 
where export control violations are likely, or to support 
domestic regulation lawfully governing the usage of AI 
chips. This kind of limited application appears well-sup-
ported by current norms and laws: a report from the 
Center for Strategic and International Studies analyzes 
the privacy implications of collecting or requiring the col-
lection of commercial data in an export controls context 
and finds that to date, foreign countries’ domestic digital 
privacy frameworks explicitly focus on personal data 
while leaving commercial data more open.103

Overview of Threat Models and Defenses
The threat models considered here assume that the 
attacker has physical access to the AI hardware.104 
Different types of attackers will have different levels of 
willingness to spend resources to circumvent a mecha-
nism, and different degrees of “covertness”—the desire 
to avoid being discovered to have attempted to circum-
vent a mechanism.105 Based on these considerations, this 
report loosely groups attackers into three threat models of 
increasing difficulty:

 ¡ Minimally adversarial contexts, where attackers do 
not spend much on attacks, and are very averse to being 
discovered attempting to compromise mechanisms

 ¡ Covertly adversarial contexts, where attackers are 
more willing to spend substantial resources to compro-
mise mechanisms, but still want to avoid being caught 
doing so

 ¡ Openly adversarial contexts, where attackers are 
willing to spend very significant resources to com-
promise mechanisms and are indifferent to this being 
discovered.

On-chip governance 
mechanisms should be 
designed to minimize the 
danger of misuse.
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Each of these categories requires a distinct approach 
to defense. The table below summarizes these different 
approaches. In all three contexts, physical, firmware, and 
software security are important. A detailed discussion of 
the nature and feasibility of the required security features 
in each of these areas can be found in Appendix B. 

of security already present on existing hardware security 
features and software and firmware likely would be suffi-
cient for such actors. 

As an illustrative case study, NVIDIA’s software license 
agreement currently bans the use of its gaming GPUs in 
data centers.106 Even though gaming GPUs can be viable 
sometimes as more affordable alternatives to data center 
chips, and NVIDIA has limited ability to directly enforce 
this license agreement, no major U.S. cloud provider offers 
cloud AI computing services based on gaming GPUs.107

Some other examples of minimally adversarial 
contexts include:

 ¡ Compute vendors enforcing license agreements

 ¡ Enforcement and monitoring of domestic regulation

 ¡ Treaty verification between countries with high 
mutual trust

OVERVIEW OF THREAT MODELS AND REQUIRED PROTECTIONS

Threat 
model

Key  
attacker 
properties

Protections 
required

Example  
applications

Feasibility Time to  
implement  
minimal solution

Time to implement 
 ideal solution

Minimally 
adversarial

Low 
resources, 
highly 
covert

Basic security 
measures

Domestic 
regulation, 
export control 
enforcement on 
cloud services 

High: Current level 
of security likely 
sufficient.    

Months: Some 
mechanisms could 
be implemented 
as changes to 
firmware and chip 
configuration.

2–5 years: 
There are likely 
software- and 
hardware-level 
vulnerabilities in 
current security 
features.

Covertly 
adversarial

Moderate 
to high 
resources, 
covert

Exceptionally 
secure 
software, 
tamper-
evidence

Export control 
enforcement 
against large 
companies, treaty 
verification

Moderate: 
Significant 
additional 
investment in 
software security 
and tamper-
evidence required.

Months: Firmware 
changes and 
ad hoc tamper-
evidence 
likely could be 
implemented in 
months, and may 
be sufficient in 
some cases.

2–5 years: 
There are likely 
hardware-level 
vulnerabilities in 
current hardware 
security features. 
Improved tamper-
evident features 
also could take 
years to reach 
large-scale 
production.

Openly  
adversarial

High 
resources, 
non-covert

Provably 
secure 
software,
tamper-
proofing

More challenging 
cases of 
export control 
enforcement and 
treaty verification, 
where other 
deterrence fails.

Uncertain: 
Significant 
investments in 
software and 
hardware security 
may be sufficient.

2–3 years: 
Hardware-level 
vulnerabilities 
would need to 
be resolved, and 
rudimentary 
tamper-proofing 
measures would 
need to be 
developed.

4–8 years: Truly 
robust tamper-
proof packaging 
could take years 
to develop and 
test, due to 
the need for 
slow physical 
production and 
testing processes.

MINIMALLY ADVERSARIAL CONTEXTS
In these contexts, would-be attackers do not spend 
much on attacks and are very averse to being discov-
ered attempting to compromise mechanisms. Would-be 
attackers of this type would be, for example, technology 
companies based in the United States or friendly nations 
that are subject to regulations related to training computa-
tion usage or other development practices. Such companies 
would be very likely to comply with inspections and have 
limited motivation to circumvent the restrictions. The level 
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 ¡ Auditing and agreements between AI companies with 
high trust in each other.

In characterizing a situation as minimally adversarial, 
policymakers and counterparties will need to consider 
how much these actors would have to gain from cir-
cumventing a mechanism. In many cases, an actor may 
not have much to gain. But in some cases, skirting a 
regulation might allow, for example, a company to gain 
billions of dollars’ worth of market share via developing 
a better AI system. In such a case, a company may be 
willing to spend substantial resources circumventing a 
restriction or monitoring system. One analogous example 
would be the Volkswagen emissions scandal.108 In such 
cases, it is especially important to ensure on-chip gov-
ernance mechanisms can resist sophisticated attacks, 
and characterizing them as covertly adversarial may be 
more appropriate.

COVERTLY ADVERSARIAL CONTEXTS
In these contexts, attackers are more willing to spend 
substantial resources to compromise mechanisms but still 
want to avoid being caught. Companies in some coun-
tries, such as China, historically have shown less respect 
for license agreements or intellectual property and 
may be relatively willing to attempt attacks on on-chip 
governance mechanisms. However, given threats, for 
example, of being cut off from the supply of further chips, 
or broader U.S. sanctions, these companies would face 
incentives against attempting these attacks openly. Many 
potential applications of on-chip mechanisms for export 
control enforcement and international agreements there-
fore can be characterized as covertly adversarial contexts.

In covertly adversarial contexts, if a high degree of 
software security has been achieved, the key to defense 
becomes tamper-evidence: ensuring that any physical 
tampering would leave physical evidence that could be 
discovered by inspectors. If inspections (either in person 
or remote, if the technology exists) are feasible, and 
violators can and would be effectively punished, tam-
per-evidence should be sufficient to achieve deterrence. 
Tamper-evidence appears reatively easily achievable from 
a technical implementation perspective. See Appendix B 
for further details.

OPENLY ADVERSARIAL CONTEXTS
In openly adversarial contexts, tampering efforts cannot 
be deterred by threats of punishment or penalties. This 
likely would be the case if export-controlled chips have 
ended up in the hands of an uncooperative foreign 
military or other powerful state-linked actors.109

International treaty verification and enforcement also 
could sometimes be appropriate to treat as openly adver-
sarial. For example, if a country with strong incentives to 
“cheat” the terms of a treaty has been allowed to amass 
powerful chips under the conditions of that treaty, it would 
be ideal if the chips were secure enough that the country 
could not violate their treaty commitments, even if they 
were willing to openly renege on those commitments.

All of this means that on-chip governance mecha-
nisms operating in such contexts should be tamper-proof. 
Tamper-proofing refers to defenses that detect tampering 
efforts and respond by destroying whatever the attacker 
was attempting to access. Tamper-proofing like this is 
currently used on some dedicated hardware security 
modules, but no existing solutions on the market appear 
to be applicable to AI chips. It seems likely, but not 
certain, that effective tamper-proofing for AI chips could 
be developed, but this likely would require investment 
and time to develop and deploy at scale. See Appendix B 
for further details.

THINKING IN TERMS OF COST IMPOSITION

When considering whether a given set of defenses 
would be sufficient, it is important to consider 
that the most dangerous forms of export control 
circumvention likely would require an attacker to 
overcome mechanisms on large numbers of chips 
(many thousands), either to train powerful AI models 
or to deploy them at scale. 

This is both advantageous and disadvantageous 
for the defender. On the one hand, evidence of 
tampering with large numbers of chips would be 
easier to discover, and labor-intensive tampering 
would be very expensive. On the other hand, the 
need to tamper with large numbers of chips means 
that up-front costs of developing an attack can be 
spread across many chips, which can make some 
types of attacks look cheap relative to their payoff. 
For example, if, at some point in the future, a foreign 
military illegally acquires $500 million worth of 
AI chips (around 10,000 leading-edge AI chips at 
today’s prices), it could be worth it for them to spend 
another $500 million to develop a way of defeating 
the remote disabling mechanism on the chips. On 
the other hand, costs that need to be paid for each 
chip will become very large. This is important for 
physical attacks that would require the use of very 
sophisticated equipment and skilled labor.

It thus becomes important to design security 
measures that impose high per-chip costs on 
attackers. It also is important that any single points 
of failure that would allow scalable attacks, such 
as firmware vulnerabilities, need to be designed to 
withstand very well-resourced attackers.
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Implementation Timelines

If the capabilities and national security risks of broadly 
capable AI systems continue to grow at the pace seen 
in 2022 and 2023, the need for highly effective controls 
will become acute in several years’ time. Crucially, 
developing and deploying the governance mechanisms 
described in this report will take time (months in the 
most optimistic case, years in the most likely case). This 
suggests that policymakers concerned about this issue 
should begin formulating policies and preparing appro-
priate technologies now. Once the relevant security 
features have been mandated in the most powerful AI 
chips, they also need not be used immediately: The 
mechanisms described in the previous section would 
allow for rapid and flexible responses to new develop-
ments and threats once installed. 

The 2022 U.S. export controls targeting AI chips are 
an excellent example of the importance of acting early 
when governing computing hardware. To simplify, the 
export of any chip equal to or better than the NVIDIA 
A100 to China was restricted. At the time of imposi-
tion, these controls had likely minimal effect China’s 
AI industry, because thousands of affected AI chips 
already were present in China, and chips of similar 
performance to the A100 were still uncontrolled.110 But 
if these controls are kept in place for years, the differ-
ence between the best chips on the market and the best 
chips that Chinese AI developers can legally obtain in 
2027 will be likely substantial.111 Another key lesson is 
these export controls were updated a year later to be 

more effective and close key loopholes (and will likely 
continue to be updated). This gives additional reason 
to begin any similarly technically complex rulemaking 
process early.

It likely will take 18 months to 4 years to robustly 
harden the technologies required for on-chip gover-
nance mechanisms, and a further 4 years for chips with 
these mechanisms to become sufficiently widespread 
for these mechanisms to be broadly effective. However, 
intermediate stages of technological development still 
will be useful in production contexts. In the short term, 
firmware updates could be deployed to any AI chips 
with the necessary security features. This would initiate 
a “testing phase” for on-chip governance mechanisms, 
where their usage would be limited to minimally 
adversarial environments and/or environments where 
in-person inspections are possible.

The impact of the additional lag introduced by “suffi-
cient uptake” could be mitigated by tracking the sale of 
AI chips before the introduction of on-chip governance 
mechanisms and restricting their sale to specific actors. 
For example, the broad ban on the export of high-end 
AI chips to China and Russia could be kept in place until 
effective on-chip governance mechanisms have been 
implemented, at which point licenses could be granted 
under certain conditions.112 Recently, the Bureau of 
Industry and Security suggested that they could make 
exceptions to export controls for chips equipped with 
technical mechanisms that would prevent the chips 
from being used for powerful AI training, and requested 
proposals for such mechanisms.113

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES FOR ON-CHIP GOVERNANCE

Stage Required steps and dependencies Expected duration

Policy formulation

Establish policies that require or incentivize chip firms’ 
implementation of on-chip governance mechanisms. 
Draft requirements should be communicated to chip 
companies as early as possible to ensure that technical 
work can commence.

~1 year

Technical development

Develop secure versions of on-chip governance 
mechanisms based on hardened security modules and 
other defenses (See Appendix B).
Can begin once requirements from the previous stage 
are sufficiently clear.

18 months  
to 4 years

Sufficient uptake

To ensure that all or most cutting-edge AI development 
can be governed by on-chip mechanisms, these chips 
first will have to see uptake by the large commercial 
entities developing the most powerful AI systems. As 
a rule of thumb, it is assumed that chips that are four 
years old (approximately two GPU generations) are no 
longer cost-competitive. 

4 years
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Timelines for Technical Development of 
Security Features
This report defines the goal of technical development 
as a hardened security module included on all high-per-
formance data center AI chips that can ensure that the 
chip has valid, up-to-date firmware and software and, 
where applicable, an up-to-date license. The security 
module would block the chip from operating if these 
conditions were not met. This valid, up-to-date firmware 
and software then could help enforce limits on the uses 
of these chips and offer sophisticated remote attestation 
capabilities. The security module could ensure that if vul-
nerabilities are found in this firmware and software, users 
would have no choice but to update to patched versions 
where the vulnerability has been fixed. Technical R&D to 
support such an implementation would involve:

 ¡ Implementations of security modules and trusted 
execution environments applicable to cutting-edge 
AI chips, including license requirements and remote 
attestation

 ¡ Development of tamper-evident and tamper-proof tech-
nologies specific to high-performance data center chips

 ¡ Potential additional features, such as communication 
between chips to ascertain and report use in large 
clusters, latency-based geolocation, or logging in secure 
non-volatile memory

 ¡ Red-teaming, verifying, or otherwise enhancing the 
security of the above features.

The rest of this section offers more detailed estimates 
of the time required to design and implement suffi-
cient defenses for different operating contexts and 
threat models, drawing on conversations with chip 
industry experts.114

For minimally adversarial contexts the current level 
of hardware security likely would be sufficient, and thus 

many mechanisms could be implemented as firmware 
updates. This would take a few months. Some mech-
anisms may not be possible to implement this way on 
current hardware, in which case silicon-level changes 
would be required, and the time to implement them would 
increase to between 18 months and 4 years.115

For covertly adversarial contexts, a minimal solution 
likely could be deployed in a few months, using a combi-
nation of firmware changes and post hoc tamper-evident 
measures, such as adding tamper-evident seals to server 
cases. However, given the mixed track record of similar 
existing efforts, it is likely that the implementations of 
security features such as secure boot found on existing AI 
chips include “unpatchable” vulnerabilities that a well-re-
sourced adversary could find. Therefore, a solution like 
this should not be considered fully trustworthy but may 
be acceptable to deploy in cases where there is sufficient 
monitoring, and sufficient capability and willingness to 
deter evasion attempts through legal means. 

Designing and thoroughly testing a highly secure basic 
security module likely would take at least a year, and it 
would need to be finished at least a year before the chip 
enters the market. Thorough external testing of the 
finished product could add at least a year to this. Ideally, 
this would be combined with custom tamper-evident 
packaging and protections against side channel and fault 
injection attacks. Developing and scaling up the produc-
tion of novel physical protections could take years but 
could be done concurrently with the development of 
the security module.

For openly adversarial contexts, an extremely well-se-
cured security module would be a necessity, due to having 
little ability to deter hacking. Additionally, some kind of 
tamper-proof envelope would be required. Developing 
and producing such tamper-proofing features likely would 
take several years, due to the unsuitability of existing solu-
tions, and the need to prototype and physically test novel 
physical mechanisms, and then scale up their production.
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Recommendations

On-chip governance mechanisms present a prom-
ising area for further research for computer engineers, 
computer scientists, and policy researchers. This report 
offers the following recommendations to move toward 
a world where all leading AI chips are both secure 
and governable:

Establish government coordination

The White House should issue an executive order 
establishing a NIST-led interagency working group, 
focused on getting on-chip governance mechanisms 
built into all export-controlled data center AI chips.

For on-chip governance to reach commercial scale, long-
term collaboration between government and industry 
will be required. For progress to be made on the time 
scale required, an executive order is an appropriate 
forcing function. An executive order also could include 
other important initiatives to secure the AI supply chain, 
such as cross-agency coordination to tackle AI chip 
smuggling and better track other critical inputs to AI.116 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) would make a suitable lead for this effort. 
Relevant existing NIST initiatives include the CHIPS 
Program Office, and the Cryptographic Module 
Validation and Hardware-Based Confidential Computing 
programs.117 Expertise and staff also should be drawn 
from the following agencies and offices:

 ¡ The Department of Energy (Sandia National Lab)

 ¡ The Department of Commerce (Bureau of Industry 
and Security and the Office for Policy and Strategic 
Planning)

 ¡ The Department of Defense (DARPA and microelec-
tronics-focused groups)

 ¡ The Department of Homeland Security (Cybersecurity 
& Infrastructure Security Agency)

 ¡ The U.S. intelligence community (National Security 
Agency)

 ¡ The National Science Foundation (Center for 
Hardware and Embedded System Security and Trust).

While the implementation of on-chip governance 
mechanisms efforts can be broken down further into 

distinct policy and technical efforts, central over-
sight and steering will help:

 ¡ Ground policy development and implementation in 
technical findings and efforts, and conversely, target 
technical efforts toward addressing policy issues seen 
as most compelling

 ¡ Account for synergies and dependencies within dif-
ferent areas of effort (for example, ensuring tampering 
countermeasures are applicable to the most promising 
security module implementations)

 ¡ Provide a single point of contact for industry.

This program should be informed by a technical panel 
drawn from industry, academia, and government to 
evaluate feasibility and challenges (including those 
around cost and time frames) for technical work toward 
the implementation of on-chip governance mechanisms. 
This panel likely will need to draw on both unclassi-
fied and classified information (for example, through 
classified meetings and reporting annexes) to benefit 
fully from both nongovernment academic and industry 
expertise and knowledge around the state-of-the-art 
for secure computing hardware, and relevant offensive 
capabilities, as held by national laboratories and the 
intelligence community.

Create commercial incentives

The Department of Commerce (DoC) should incen-
tivize U.S. chip designers to conduct necessary R&D 
using advance export market commitments.

Given that on-chip governance mechanisms need to be 
implemented on commercial chips, much of the nec-
essary R&D will need to happen in an industry setting. 
Advance market commitments are contracts offered by 
a government to guarantee a viable market for a product 
once it has been successfully developed.118 BIS has 
already suggested they could except certain chips from 
export controls if they meet a set of (yet to be defined) 
technical requirements.119 They should now make this 
explicit by using advance market commitments that 
guarantee export market access, conditional on firms 
provably implementing a specific set of security features 
on their data center AI chips. 

Export market commitments could include not 
extending export controls to new jurisdictions, relaxing 
the presumption of denial licensing policy for chip 
exports to lower-risk customers in China, or moving 
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toward more surgical end-use or end-user–based 
controls. These commitments could be an effective way 
of incentivizing development without spending public 
money: NVIDIA has estimated lost revenue of up to $400 
million in Q4 2022 as a result of existing controls.120 This 
figure is likely much higher today, given NVIDIA’s data 
center revenue has more than doubled.121 

A key challenge is ensuring that technical require-
ments are adequately defined. Different tiers of 
requirements could be appropriate for different export 
geographies. The DoC should develop these require-
ments by analyzing specific attacker threat models in 
different export contexts, drawing on expertise from 
the National Security Agency and Cybersecurity & 
Infrastructure Security Agency.

Accelerate security R&D

NIST should coordinate with industry and relevant 
government funding bodies to fund and support 
hardware security R&D that can be conducted outside 
leading chip companies and integrated later. 

While the bulk of R&D for on-chip governance will need 
to be conducted by the firms building and selling AI chips 
at scale, some work may be conducted usefully outside 
of these firms, especially technologies that would benefit 
from being standardized across the industry. NIST (and 
the CHIPS Program Office within NIST) should coor-
dinate with the Semiconductor Research Corporation, 
DARPA, and other relevant government funding bodies 
to fund useful R&D performed by academic and/or com-
mercial partners.122

For example, R&D on specialized tamper-proof 
enclosures (physical housings for chips that prevent 
the chip from being modified without compromising 
its operation) for high-end chips could be potentially 
(partly) outsourced to academic and commercial 
hardware security labs. There are many precedents 
for this: The DARPA-supported Morello program and 
NIST-led Supply Chain Assurance project are examples 
of programs in the hardware security space that include 
academic and/or commercial partners.123 One promising 
set of commercial partners are firms that develop “rugge-
dized” AI servers for national security or other sensitive 
applications. Such firms typically offer products that 
incorporate leading AI chips in form factors optimized 
for challenging environments.124

To support these projects, NIST could expand on its 
work on Hardware-Enabled Security to create technical 
standards and reference implementations for on-chip 

governance mechanisms that are designed for wide 
adoption by industry.125 

Plan for a staged rollout  
and fund extensive red-teaming

To ensure that on-chip governance mechanisms 
are properly designed and safely introduced, the 
Department of Commerce and Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) should establish flexible 
export licensing and red-teaming programs.

On-chip mechanisms will require substantial testing 
before being relied on in more adversarial environ-
ments, such as exports of controlled chips to the PRC. To 
facilitate a staged rollout approach where mechanisms 
can be depended upon in successively more challenging 
operating contexts, BIS should create export licensing 
arrangements where licenses can be flexibly granted for 
different geographies based on the security features on 
the device to be exported. This would allow BIS to test 
the utility of different hardware-based mechanisms for 
export control enforcement and develop robust technical 
standards, and it also would allow chip firms to receive 
feedback from their customers to improve their designs. 
Theoretically, this process could begin immediately with 
firmware updates to currently controlled chips.

In tandem, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency (CISA, within the Department of 
Homeland Security) should establish red-teaming and 
bug bounty programs to help find and patch any software 
and hardware security vulnerabilities in AI hardware. 
These programs could fit within CISA’s “Secure by 
Design” program. They also would benefit from technical 
expertise and input from DARPA, which has run similar 
exercises as part of the System Security Integration 
Through Hardware and Firmware (SSITH) program.126 A 
promising near-term starting point is setting up a public 
prize for finding vulnerabilities in hardware security 
features on today’s AI chips.

Coordinate with allies

The State and Commerce Departments should coordi-
nate with allies on policies and standards for on-chip 
governance.

U.S. chip suppliers such as NVIDIA currently dominate 
the supply of the most powerful logic chips, meaning 
that, conditional on successful implementation, the 
United States could realize many of the policy benefits 
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from on-chip governance mechanisms through unilateral 
action. However, to mitigate risks to the potential effec-
tiveness of an on-chip mechanism policy from advances 
in foreign chip design and production, the United States 
should seek buy-in and harmonization with countries 
occupying key chokepoints—particularly Taiwan, the 
Netherlands, South Korea, and Japan.127 Looking beyond 
export control coordination, using on-chip governance 
mechanisms to facilitate AI governance cooperation 
(e.g., international agreements on compute usage 
reporting) would benefit from close coordination with 
like-minded allies such as the United Kingdom and 
the European Union.128

Encourage AI chip firms to move early

Chip firms should move early to build and harden the 
security features required for on-chip governance.

If the U.S. government looks to realize the national 
security and governance benefits of on-chip governance 
mechanisms, chip suppliers that are more able to apply 
and build on existing technical efforts will have a head 
start on demonstrating and realizing compliance, with 
potential benefits in terms of access to markets that are 
the subject of export controls or other relevant regula-
tion. Leading chip suppliers (as well as other industry 
players with relevant capabilities), should build on 
and harden existing security features toward enabling 
on-chip governance mechanisms. 

Limitations and Conclusion

Much of this report focuses on security, as it is the prin-
cipal challenge for effectively implementing on-chip 
governance mechanisms. However, security is a difficult 
topic to assess. Ultimately, the applicability of on-chip 
governance mechanisms for many use cases depends 
on hard-to-assess factors such as well-resourced adver-
saries’ capabilities for fully invasive physical attacks, or 
the ability of current AI chips to resist types of attacks to 
which they have never been subjected. 

This report’s optimism about the feasibility of secure 
on-chip mechanisms is influenced significantly by the 
relative success of Apple’s Secure Enclave Processor. 
The Processor is a relevant point of comparison since 
Apple devices are among the rare devices that frequently 
are “attacked” by their own users to circumvent built-in 
restrictions. However, this comparison is still far from 
perfect: These attackers are typically relatively poorly 
resourced, without very significant financial motive to 
succeed, and without budgets to buy expensive equip-
ment for sophisticated tampering.

Though adequate security will represent a novel chal-
lenge, developing on-chip governance remains an urgent 
and important mission for addressing national security 
risks from AI and maintaining American technological 
leadership. Developing and deploying the mechanisms 
described in this report will take time (months in the 
most optimistic case, and years in the most likely case). If 
the capabilities and national security risks of AI systems 
continue to grow at the pace observed in 2022 and 2023, 
the need for highly effective controls will become acute 
in several years. This suggests that policymakers con-
cerned about this issue should begin formulating policies 
and incentivizing the development of appropriate tech-
nologies now. Once the relevant security features have 
been mandated in the most powerful AI chips, they need 
not be used immediately: The mechanisms outlined in 
this report would allow for rapid and flexible responses 
to new developments and threats once installed. With 
ambition and coordination with industry and key allies, 
the United States can create a secure foundation for a 
more flexible and targeted form of AI governance to meet 
the challenges of the 21st century.
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Appendix A:  
Glossary for AI Compute

What follows is a brief overview of different tech-
nical concepts related to AI computing that are used 
in this report. 

Different Types of AI Chips
“AI chip” refers to any chip that is designed for AI 
applications.129 This report primarily uses this term, but 
several related terms are used frequently:

 ¡ AI accelerator: In computing, accelerator generally 
refers to a processor or component that is specialized 
for some type of task, and thus accelerates perfor-
mance on that task relative to only using a CPU. Thus 
“AI accelerator” is an umbrella term for chips, or 
modules on a chip, that are designed to improve perfor-
mance in AI applications. The only difference between 
“AI chip” and “AI accelerator” is that an accelerator 
can be a module on a larger chip.

 ¡ GPU, graphics processing unit: As the name suggests, 
GPUs originally were designed for generating graphics, 
but they were discovered to be well-suited for deep 
learning, and have since evolved to be even better 
suited for AI applications. The most important pro-
ducers of GPUs are currently NVIDIA and AMD, with 
NVIDIA having a much greater market share for AI 
applications.130

 ¡ TPU, tensor processing unit: TPUs are a type of 
AI accelerator developed by Google, likely the most 
popular non-GPU AI chip, and notable for being used 
for many landmark AI results achieved by Google-
affiliated organizations such as DeepMind.

 ¡ Other terms: Many smaller chip companies have 
coined new terms for their AI chips. For example, 
the British company Graphcore calls its chips “IPUs” 
(intelligence processing unit).131

This report focuses especially on NVIDIA GPUs, as:

 ¡ Large-scale AI training is performed overwhelm-
ingly with NVIDIA GPUs or Google TPUs, with few 
exceptions.132

 ¡ Because TPUs are operated only in Google’s own 
data centers, Google could implement governance 
mechanisms to verify and restrict the use of compute 
at the cloud service layer. This would make many 

applications of on-chip governance mechanisms, such 
as export control enforcement, no longer applicable.

Distinguishing Between AI Chips  
and Non-AI Chips
All the above assumes that there is a distinct set of “AI 
chips” that one might wish to regulate. Currently, AI 
chips are fairly specialized, but the most popular AI chips 
still have major non-AI uses, and some non-AI chips still 
provide decent performance for AI. In general, GPUs 
can be divided into data center GPUs, which are used 
typically for commercial purposes, and gaming GPUS, 
which are used typically by individual consumers for 
entertainment purposes.

The most commonly used chips for training large 
AI models are NVIDIA’s data center GPUs.133 These 
GPUs also are used for many other applications: some-
where between 10 percent and 50 percent of the uses of 
NVIDIA data center chips are still non-AI.134 Including 
all of these chips in a regulatory regime would likely have 
substantial costs.

At the time of writing, the most powerful gaming GPU 
is the NVIDIA RTX 4090, which is not as powerful as the 
last two generations of NVIDIA’s AI-focused data center 
GPUs: the A100 and the H100. However, consumer 
gaming GPUs generally have better price-performance 
(cost per unit of performance) than top-of-the-line data 
center GPUs, due to their much lower price.135 This does 
not translate into better price-performance in large-scale 
training workloads, however, due to relative limitations 
in memory bandwidth and chip-to-chip interconnect 
bandwidth. Based on conversations with engineers at AI 
companies training large AI models, the authors expect 
that using gaming GPUs for large-scale AI training today 
would result in a significant, but not crippling, overall 
price-performance penalty, perhaps 2x.

Regulations related to AI chips would be more 
straightforward if the market were segmented more 
clearly into AI chips and non-AI chips. It likely would be 
valuable if compute vendors made more specific product 
differentiations. For example, NVIDIA removed support 
for its NVLink chip-to-chip interconnect protocol from 
its leading gaming GPUs. This reduced the usefulness 
of gaming GPUs for training powerful AI models, while 
having no effect on the vast majority of gamers who 
never would likely have used the feature. It might be 
possible to use on-chip mechanisms to strengthen this 
distinction. For example, GPUs intended primarily for 
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actual graphics applications could be required to be 
equipped with mechanisms that limit their usefulness 
for AI in order to create this kind of market segmentation 
and allow these chips to be sold with fewer restrictions.136

However, an imperfect regime that regulates only a 
somewhat arbitrary set of the most powerful chips still 
could be useful. It would make the lives of those wishing 
to circumvent regulations at least somewhat more 
difficult and would allow suspicion to be targeted partic-
ularly at actors who go out of their way to use chips not 
included in the set of regulated chips.

Compute Clusters
AI chips are combined into compute clusters. Compute 
clusters are interconnected computers that work collec-
tively to perform complex tasks. They consist of diverse 
hardware components and a software stack. A software 
stack is a collection of software programs organized in 
multiple levels, where each level abstracts away technical 
detail from the layer below.

A compute cluster may be built and operated directly 
by an organization that wants to utilize the compute, 
such as a university or a corporation, on their own 
premises. This configuration is often called “on-prem-
ises,” or on-prem for short. Alternatively, a compute 
cluster can reside in a data center, which is a facility 
dedicated to hosting computer hardware. Large data 
centers, especially those operated by cloud providers, can 
host multiple compute clusters.

Computing clusters contain several nodes, which 
effectively are individual computers. These are also 
known as servers. AI compute nodes have CPUs for 
basic functions, and specialized AI chips, like NVIDIA 
GPUs or Google TPUs, for AI-specific computations. 
These chips are supported by ample memory to store 
model weights. A relevant example of a very powerful 
single node would be NVIDIA’s DGX137 systems, each of 
which has eight NVIDIA A100 GPUs. A node also will 
have other components, such as drives for data storage.

Training large AI models requires distributing the 
model across multiple AI chips and nodes, necessitating 
frequent synchronization of parameters. Traditionally, 
each node will have one or more network interface 
cards (NICs) that connect it to the cluster’s network. 
These NICs will be connected to specialized compo-
nents, known as switches, that route traffic between 
nodes. AI compute clusters typically use very high-end 
NICs and switches to enable extremely high band-
width communication across AI chips in different 
nodes. Typically, AI chips within a node also are directly 
connected together with specialized hardware, such as 

NVIDIA’s NVLink. NVIDIA also is developing a special-
ized switch, called the NVSwitch, that connects GPUs in 
different nodes to each other more directly, bypassing the 
conventional NIC.138

The above describes the most typical structure, but 
different compute vendors offer different alternatives. At 
one extreme, Cerebras designs massive chips that inte-
grate all of the above into a single piece of silicon.139

An Example of a Hardware, Firmware, and 
Software Stack for an AI Compute Cluster
The following “stack” of components make up a compute 
cluster. The most important concepts to understand for 
this report are the firmware and the driver.

 ¡ Hardware: This includes the physical components of 
the cluster, such as CPUs, AI chips (GPUs or TPUs), 
memory, network switches, and network interface 
cards.

 ¡ Firmware: Firmware is the low-level software 
running on the hardware components, such as AI 
chips, switches, and network interfaces, managing 
their basic operations. Firmware typically is provided 
by the chip vendor and offers an interface between 
the hardware and higher-level software, including 
user-provided software.

 ¡ Operating system (OS): The OS manages resources 
and provides a platform for other software to run on. 
Examples include Linux distributions and Windows 
Server.

 ¡ Drivers: Drivers enable communication between the 
OS and hardware components, such as AI chips and 
network interfaces.

 ¡ AI framework: These frameworks simplify AI model 
development, training, and deployment. The most 
popular frameworks for deep learning are PyTorch and 
TensorFlow.

 ¡ Model distribution software: Libraries and tools that 
help distribute the AI model across multiple nodes and 
chips, such as NVIDIA’s NCCL (NVIDIA Collective 
Communications Library).

 ¡ Applications: This is where the custom AI models, 
training scripts, and data processing pipelines reside, 
developed by researchers or engineers to solve specific 
problems.
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Appendix B:  
Additional Security Considerations

What follows is a detailed discussion of the securing 
software, firmware, hardware, and the supporting eco-
system for on-chip governance. This appendix focuses 
primarily on physical hardware security, given that 
aspect differs the most for on-chip governance compared 
to other security contexts. 

Securing Firmware and Software
Most on-chip governance mechanisms would rely on 
at least some firmware, and possibly software. Even if a 
secure boot mechanism has verified the “integrity” of 
firmware and software in the sense that it is the legit-
imate version, this does not mean that the legitimate 
version is free of vulnerabilities, and securing any sub-
stantial code against adversaries is notoriously difficult.

Because attacks based on exploiting firmware and 
software vulnerabilities are relatively cheap, difficult to 
detect after the fact, and do not require physical access 
to the device, they should be considered in any threat 
model. For these reasons, they also also be assumed to 
be the first type of attack an adversary would attempt. 
Investing in other types of protections is only worth-
while if the firmware and software on a device are 
exceptionally secure.

It appears likely that a security module would be 
simple enough that it would be feasible to formally 
verify the correctness of all code running on the 
module. For example, most of the kernel code running 
on NVIDIA’s “Peregrine” security module is formally 
verified,140 Apple’s Secure Enclave Processor runs an 
Apple-customized version of the L4 microkernel,141 and a 
version of L4 has been formally verified.142

However, fully formally verified code does not mean 
unhackable code. To date, developing complex software 
stacks that are fully secure against well-resourced 
adversaries has proved prohibitively difficult. Serious 
efforts have been made to secure software by means 
of testing and more advanced methods such as formal 
verification, but they have failed to produce bug-free 
its. For example, internal NVIDIA investigations into 
operating system-like software running on their GPUs 
(the kind of software where on-chip governance mecha-
nisms would be implemented) found that, while formally 
verified code had significantly fewer bugs, several bugs 
still could be found per week of investigation, including 
some that were exploitable.143 In addition to the incred-
ible complexity of modern software, the intractability of 
bug-free software is exacerbated by the complexity of the 

underlying compilers and hardware. This complex stack 
gives rise to interactions that are almost impossible to 
fully account for during the development process.144 

The saving grace of software (and firmware) is that 
it can be updated, and thus vulnerabilities can be fixed 
once found. However, this poses some difficulties in 
the case of on-chip governance mechanisms, as the 
user may not want to update their system. This can 
be addressed either by having the hardware enforce 
updates via expiring licenses, or by requiring users to 
regularly remotely attest to what firmware and software 
they are running, and imposing legal consequences 
on users whose systems are too far out of date. Thus, 
the most valuable measure to secure the software on a 
chip would be to implement extremely well-hardened 
hardware features for securely enforced updates and/or 
remote attestation. 

Future advances in the capabilities of vulnerabili-
ty-finding AI systems could impact the interplay between 
offense and defense significantly. On the one hand, if new 
systems provide significant new capabilities to attackers, 
this could reduce the time and expertise needed to 
undermine the software underlying on-chip governance 
mechanisms. On the other hand, these systems also could 
be used by defenders to more thoroughly identify and 
remediate vulnerabilities before (and after) products 
are deployed; in the long run, this could trend toward a 
significant defensive advantage and make effective cyber 
defense much more feasible than before, especially if the 
defender has differential access to the most advanced 
AI systems.145

Securing Hardware
The central obstacle to deploying on-chip governance 
mechanisms today is achieving adequate hardware 
security: making chips either tamper-evident or tam-
per-proof. This section provides an overview of the 
technical considerations for achieving either goal.

TAMPER-EVIDENCE
Physical attacks, by definition, involve physically manip-
ulating the system. This makes them much easier to 
detect. Methods as simple as keeping the devices under 
video monitoring could be sufficient.146 It is also possible 
to use various tamper-evident technologies to allow 
inspectors to detect physical manipulation after the fact. 
For example, a server housing AI chips could be held 
together by screws that are painted over with glitter 
nail polish and photographed. Later, inspectors could 
compare the nail polish on the screws to the photos, 
and check whether the flecks of glitter are in the same 
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positions.147 Tamper-evident metal seals also have been 
used heavily by the International Atomic Energy Agency 
to detect whether nuclear materials have been accessed 
inappropriately.148 Publicly available evidence for the 
effectiveness of high-end tamper-evident techniques is 
limited. One report assessed 289 tamper-evident seals, 
including some used for safeguarding nuclear mate-
rials, and found that all could be defeated cheaply.149 On 
the other hand, the authors blamed this largely on the 
limited resources spent on developing better seals, and 
expressed optimism about the feasibility of developing 
much more effective seals, if reasonable resources were 
devoted to that goal. Many tamper-evident techniques 
already have been developed for dedicated hardware 
security chips in order for those chips to meet security 
level 2 and above as defined in the FIPS 140 standard.150

More challenging would be providing evidence of 
fault injection attacks—semi-invasive attacks wherein 
a chip is induced to misbehave, for example by manipu-
lating its power supply or exposing it to electromagnetic 
pulses.151 But because this would involve exposing the 
chip to unusual stimuli and inducing unusual states, it 
may be feasible to design chips to be tamper-evident 
against such attacks through techniques like having 
a specific on-chip fuse blow if the power supply is 
manipulated. Additionally, fault injection attacks can 
be potentially mitigated and detected through specific 
software measures.152

Certain tamper-evident measures also could require 
occasional inspections. In the export control context, 
these could be on-site or involve short-notice mail-in 
requirements. While inspecting all chips presumably 
would involve unacceptable overhead, inspections of a 
small number of random and/or risk-based inspections 
should be sufficient to achieve statistical confidence 
that large-scale tampering of chips is not occurring.153 
Such a program could be implemented at a fairly low 
cost compared to the existing budget of the Bureau of 
Industry and Security, but likely would require additional 
funding beyond the Bureau’s current budget to scale to 
global stocks of tens of millions of controlled AI chips.154 

REMOTE TAMPER-EVIDENCE
Some hardware security features even could provide 
remote tamper-evidence: compute operators could 
be required to regularly remotely attest to the integ-
rity of their chips. Secure boot and remote attestation 
provide some degree of remote tamper-evidence, in that 
these tools can reveal if a chip is not running legitimate 
firmware, or if the configuration is not as expected. 
However, this method may not be sufficient if the 

chip itself has been physically tampered with, as the 
attacker also could compromise the remote attestation 
mechanism. There is ongoing research into devel-
oping protective enclosures for chips that could act as 
a physical unclonable function (PUF), and thus allow a 
chip to attest remotely to the integrity of the enclosure.155 
Techniques such as “probe signal injection” also could be 
used, where a physical device profile first is defined by 
injecting an electromagnetic signal to elicit a “signature,” 
and then the device is tested periodically to check if its 
physical signature has changed.156 For each of these tech-
nologies, it might be possible to extend this technology to 
remotely attest to the integrity of an entire server.

TAMPER-PROOFING
To prevent physical attacks on a chip, the chip needs to 
have tamper-proof packaging.157 This means packaging 
with (a) some means of detecting that it has been dis-
turbed, and (b) the ability to take a destructive response 
when a disturbance is detected. Different types of 
responses are required in different cases. When the goal 
is to protect a private key, the response is simple and 
easy to implement: wipe the private key. This is typically 
called “zeroization”. When protecting the core function-
ality of the chip, the response would be ideally to trigger 
some self-destruct mechanism, to destroy the core func-
tionality that the attacker is trying to access.158

The detection problem is similar to the “tamper-evi-
dence” problem. Tamper-detecting envelopes often are 
used in high-grade hardware security modules; they are 
a requirement for the highest level of security defined in 
the FIPS 140-2 standard for cryptographic modules.159 
Tamper-detection usually is implemented using an 
envelope with current running through it, designed in 
such a way that its electrical properties would change 
if the envelope were broken. This change in electrical 
properties can be detected from inside the envelope, and 
a tamper response can be initiated. Such solutions appear 
to be technically feasible, but existing solutions are too 
bulky to be used for AI chips, as the enclosure would 
interfere with cooling.160 However, this problem is likely 
solvable. Several mature technologies then could be used 
to implement simple self-destruct mechanisms cheaply, 
which the envelope could trigger upon detection of a 
tampering attempt.

The most sophisticated hardware security modules 
appear to be very difficult to attack,161 and there are no 
publicly known cases in which they have been physically 
compromised.162 However, this evidence is unfortunately 
weak. These are niche products, almost always stored 
such that many other layers of defense would have had to 
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fail for an attacker even to attempt tampering. Due to the 
contexts in which these devices are used, it also is likely 
that, even if a successful attack had occurred, the infor-
mation would be classified or otherwise non-public. 

Turning to self-destruct mechanisms, these are rare 
on commercially available chips, but such mechanisms 
should be relatively feasible to develop. Mature tech-
nologies exist, such as eFuses, that irreversibly modify 
the behavior of chips if triggered. Beyond fuses, other 
possible approaches include using excess voltage 
to deliberately damage the chip, or even extremely 
low-yield explosives.

To ensure that these protective measures cannot be 
disabled by cutting off power to the chip or removing 
it from the circuit board, the chip additionally needs to 
have a battery. The battery should be included in the 
tamper-proof packaging and should be able to provide 
sufficient power to keep the tamper-detection system 
active and power the zeroization or self-destruct mech-
anism for the duration of the life of the chip.163 The 
chip must be programmed correspondingly to trigger 
the zeroization or self-destruct if that battery is about 
to run out.

Securing the Supporting Ecosystem
In addition to targeting on-chip governance mecha-
nisms themselves, attackers could target the systems of 
relevant controllers and verifiers. This may seem like 
a significant issue in that major companies and other 
organizations are quite frequently successfully attacked. 
For example, NVIDIA was compromised by a group of 
hackers in 2022, and some source code and design doc-
uments were stolen.164 However, to truly compromise a 
well-designed on-chip governance mechanism, attackers 
would need to steal specific private keys. Such keys are 
more feasible to protect effectively than, for example, 
design documents that need to be accessible to large 
numbers of employees. As an example, the public key 
infrastructure upon which the security of internet traffic 
largely relies is rarely compromised, despite substantial 
incentives to do so. Indeed, the authors are not aware of 
any cases in which the root private key of a root certif-
icate authority has been stolen.165 Nonetheless, given 
their sensitivity, securing keys for on-chip governance 
mechanisms likely would merit particularly strong infor-
mation security measures—for example, using threshold 
cryptography to split the storage of keys across multiple 
independent systems.166

Another angle of attack on the supporting ecosystem 
is in manufacturing supply chains. To rely on on-chip 
governance mechanisms in sensitive operating contexts, 

regulators will need confidence that these mechanisms 
have not been compromised by untrusted firms or insider 
attacks during fabrication and packaging. While this 
area is outside the scope of this report, the Department 
of Defense’s “Trusted & Assured Microelectronics” 
program could provide a useful starting point 
for best practices.167
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